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Princeton, a dweil County, Kentucky, Tbursdcw, April 6,
 1950
High Pupils
Superior
sic Contest
ated In First
re Eligible To
tate Contest
May 28-29
tier High School band.,
High School chorus
er entries from Prince-
received superior rat-
district music contest
d Saturday at Madi-
the band and chorus,
d superior were Billy
baritone solo; Ann
ry, alto; David Alexan-
h horn; Don Gregory,
m; drum ensemble,
of Don Gregory, John
argie Hamby. Rosie
nie Brasher and Pat
le Beck, alto clarinet;
t, composed of Bob Mc-
ub Hogan, David Alex-
my Boren, Larry Wil-
im Hodge; Jimmy Bor-
e horn: Bob McConnell,
b Hogan, cornet; Jim-
Is cornet; cornet quer-
was composed of Bob
Jimmy Leftwich, Bob
John Newsom; cornet
was composed of Bob
. Bob Hogan and Jim-
ch, and Howard Stone,
t.
receiving superior rat-
Pat Horns sax
quartet, composed of
Barbara Bishop, Wilma
d Howard Stone, Jr.;
ranklin, flute; Martha
am, flute; Chloe Ann
flute; flute quartet,
composed of Barbara
Martha Sue Gresham,
n Winters and Laura
ancy Farmer, piano;
nson, piano and Chloe
rs, piano.
embers receiving rat-
client were Jerry Gray,
dexter, Ronnie Filer, ,
of a clarinet quartet
s coMposid of Howard
n Poindexter, Ronnie
Nancy Farmer_s__Steve
arbara Bishop, Wilma
une Oates. Jimmy
arshel Ethridge,. Larry
d Tommy Bishop.
s of the band receiving
gs were Nancy Farmer,
uartet which was corn-
Bob Bridges, Patsy
nnie Stevens rind Joan
Betty Roberts, and
asher.
inning excellent ratings
al events were Mettle
ugh and a girls' quer-
seri of Mattie Lou Mc-
aria Stallins, Catherine
nd Jo Ann Mitchell.
eeiving good ratings
ma Sue Cartwright. Dor-
and Kenneth Barrett.
ental numbers were di-
K. V. Bryant, band di-
ith the vocal evnets he-
ed by Miss Nancy 'Sion--
teacher.
receiving ratings of su-
•Il he eligible•
the State contest to be
28-29 at Bowling Green.
Ah, Me ... 'tis Spring
Suitably dressea for tne occas-
ion, Marilyn Joyce Bailey, 15
months old, picks flowers in Mac-
Arthur park at Los Angeles,
Calif., recently as the mercury
zoomed to 88, hottest day of the
year. (AP Wirephoto)
Housing Over Saturdciy
Night Needed For A
Few UK Band Members
Miss Virginia B. Satterfield,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Satterfield, 211 letbrgan avenue,
is a member of the University of
Kentucky Concert Band which
will be heard here at 8:15 p. m.
Saturday at the Butler High
odl anditerturn.
'The University band, under its
director, Frank J. Prindl, is od
its annual spring tour of Kentuc-
ky cities. Arrangements for 'its
appearance here were made by
K. V. Bryant, band director at
Butler. Mr. Bryant announces
that at this time an insufficient
number of people here have sign-
ed up to keep a member or mem-
bers of the U. K. band overnight.
If anybody can accommodate a
band member, he requeSts they
contact him at the school or tele-
phone Marvin Pogrotsky or Bil-
lie T.Gresham.! • '
Persons who already have sig-
nified their willingness to care for
one or more of the visitors Sat-
urday night are asked to meet at
Churches Change Time
Of Friday Services
,The Upton Holy Week ser-
vice scheduled Friday at Og-
den Mem or I al Methodist
Church will be held at 3 p.m.
Friday instead of 7:30 p. m.,
as originally announced. The
service was changed Wednes-
day morning when it was dis-
covered that time of the
church service would conflict
with the time set for the But-
ler High School Junior Class
play, which will be held at
7:30 p. m. Friday at the
school auditorium. Persons
desiring to attend the service
are asked to remember the
change in time.
Counting Of Noses
Begins In County
14 Enumerators For
Caldwell Are Listed;
Crew Leader Named
The counting of noses in Cald-
well county in connection with
the 1950 federal census started
Saturday when 14 enumerators
took to the field after completing
a census training school at Hop-
kinsville last week, Maurice Wat-
son, crew leader, announces.
Princeton's census is expected
to be completed in two weeks:,
however, work in the county is
expected to last about three
weeks, according to the crew
-loaders •
Census takers 'for this county
are Helen Ray, Herbert Morse,
Jr., Mrs. Willie Jones, Blance
Oliver, Joel Boitnott, Oliva 11.-
Nichols; Hazel E. Thomas, Chris-
tine Horning, Sybil Martin, Paul
Watson, Dottie Catlett, Lena Sat-
terfield, Arable J. Hartigan and
Ralph Martin.
Tentative figures may be re-
leased here when the counting is
complete. The final official an:
nouncement on all cities and
counties will come from Wash-
ington after ,reports have been
checked.
It is not necessary for every
membersof a family to be con-
tacted during the census. One per-
son at home at the time of the
the school at 4:30 p. m. Saturday enumerator's ca
ll can simply in-
so that members of the band will formation on e
very member of
have a place to go and prepare for the household in 
the average. ere Sund NH ay ight
supper.
Also, it was announced that af-
ter the concert, Mr. and Mrs. Saul
Pogrotsky and their son, Marvin,
who 'was a member of the U. K.
band before completing his course
of study in January, will hold
open house foi- the University
band at their home on West Main
street.
Butler High School Stadium
 
 
3:45 Sunday
VETERANS GET SHOP TRAINING
Mr. Arnold Ashby explains to a group of Veteran Trainees just how a disc 
should be sharp-
ened. Standing (left to right) are Thomas Morse, John Call, J
ames Wilson, Paul Morse, William
Carrington, Guy Ladd, Jr., Arden Hidgon, Wil lam Egbert,
 Noal Smiley, David Porter, Arnold
Ashby, (special shop instructor), Tom Brown, Denver Wooda
ll and Wood Holloway, Veteran
Teacher. Those completing a shop training course before 
this picture was made were Meredith P.
Brown, Jr., Johnnie Baldridge, Lloyd Beck, Robert Cayc
e, Thomas Cayce, Cleaton Hail, Guy
Jewell, Louard Jordan, Derwdod Mitchell, HpIlis Oden an
d Albert Wallace. Rayburn Baker, a
member of this class, was unable te receive his shop trainin
g due to a recent .operation. Wayne
McCracken, who recently transferred from a Lyon county
 veteran class has had his shop training
iii that county. _
Farm veterans enrolled in
Group "B" for Institutional-on-
Farm Training under the .0G-I
Bill of Rights" at Fredonia- High
School, completed a shop course
Saturday in "Care and Repair of
Farm Equipment", it is an-
nounced.
The course, consisting of 35
hours of instruction, demonatra-
tiort and shop practice, was con-
-ducted in the large, new 'farm
shop bilongir-ig to Buddy Brown,
who is also a member of Group
"B" class. Another class, Group
"F" used the school shop at Fre-
donia High School. There are four
more Veteran Classes who are to
receive this special Shop Course,
as part ef their regular 'Institu-
tional-on-Farm' training program,
it was said.
The sh6p course, "Group B",
was under the instruction of
Wood Holloway, regular veteran
instructor for this group. He was
assisted by a specie! shop filch-
er, Arnold Ashby, whe!'llas"Ma
considerable shop experience and
six years of welding experieece
as an instructor in a ship yard at
EvanOille, Ind.
The shop course, ';Group F",
was under the instruction of Dale
Faughn, regular veteran instruc-
tor foi this group. He was assist-
ed by a special shop teacher, W.
R. Butts, who has had 24 years of
welding and machinery repair
experience in his own repair shop
at Fredohia.
The Farm Shop rotirse is a part
of the curriculum offered in even
numbered years. In 1948 "Con-
struction of Farm Equipment"
was the name of the Farm Shop
course offered.
R. S. Gregory, district rnana-
ger of the local office of the Ken-
tucky Utilities Company, con-
ducted a class session to both
"Group B" and "Group F", on
"Care and Maintenance of Elect-
rical Equipment". 
-
Although the primary purpose
of the coie-se is instruction, with
the rePlir 'Of -ntrEjlitnere gessort-
dare to instruction, the 23 men
Mark L. Cash Dies , New Phone Directory
City Schools To Close
During KEA Convention
Pupils of city schools will be
dismissed alter the last class
Tuesday, April 11, until the fol-
lowing Monday to permit teach-
ers to attend the annual Kentuc-
ky Education Association meet-
mg at Louisville, it is announc-
ed. The county schools of Freda-
ma, Friendship and Cobb also
, will be dismissed. The closing of 'Mr. Harold Gates, 'Cincinnati,
0 will  this w k nd ith
cases.
In case there is no one at home, Retired Lumber Dealer
when the enumerator calls, the
census taker will have to make a
later trip. The government wants'
to make certain no one is missed
in the tabulation.
A special form will be filled
out in the case of small babies,
since workers in previous census
efforts have discovered some fam-
ilieS are inclined to overlook the
listing of infants, especially those
born since the first of the year.
The census department claims.
questions asked the average resi-
dent will not be very difficult to
answer and the interview should
last only a few minutes. Question-
ing on some will be.more involv-
ed, especially in connection with
the agricultural census.
- Distributed Here
other county schools depends on a spen s
ee e w
I whether the teacher attends the. his mother, M
rs. John Gates,
al Is Under .1 convention, it was said. Hopkinsville street. -
completing t h e training, in
"Group F" repaired 49 pieces of
team and tractor equipment and
42 hand tools. The men in this
group valued these repairs at
;730.00.
"Group F" repaired 40 pieces of
team and tractor equipment and
49 hand tools. The men in this
group valued these repairs at
$835.0Q. Many of the implements
were completely overhauled and
reconditionekil was said.
Institutional on-Farm Training
for Veterans is being offered in
Caldwell county by the Caldwell
County Boa rd . of 'Education
through the Vocational Agricul-
ture Department of Fredonia
High School.
The following Men are in
"Group F": William Allison, Vir-
gil Booker, Charles Harper, Eu-
gene Morris, James Prowell, Ed.
win Ray, Roy Rucker, Clarence
Rustin, Marshall Tosh,! Arbie
Tosh, Carl Vinson, James Vinson,
Eldred leristure, James Treylot
and ,Eura Joyce.
I Homemakers Clubs Vote
To Sponsor Mail Box
i lmoi'ovement Campaig
n
A mail box improvement cam-
I
-listings and other helpful tele- I
Health For Two Years phone information was distribut- ,
1
 
Funeral services for Mark L. 
ed in Princeton this week.
Cash, retired lumber dealer, who: Approx
imately 1900 new diree!
. died at his home on S. Jefferson ' torte
s have been delivered to
I street Sunday at 7 p. m., after be- ' homes and
 offices, according to'
ing confined to his bed a week Mr. R
. C. Tuck, Group manager
with a heart ailment, were c'on-: for the South
ern Bell Telephone
ducted at Morgan's Funeral Home 
Company.
Tuesday at 2:35 p. m. by the Rev. Mr. Tuck asks that tel
ephone'
J. F. Callender. !users refer to the new director
y
Born and reared near Dulaney,' for th
e desired number. Looking
Mr. Cash was a son of the late UP th
e number helps avoid the'
Gus Cash and Amorette Bing-,4 P
ossibility or getting .a wrong.
hair* Cash. He was a telegraph! n
umber, and frequently saves
operator at Dulaney befere mov_ ' time 
for the calling party as well
ing to PrinCeten in 1919. He was' as the 
party who might be called
a member of the 0. R. T. at,the ie 
error. Consulting the directory
time Of his death. In 1912 he , also help
s make the best use of
married the former Lena Cantrell, ' already crow
ded central office
of this county. After moving 'to, 
equipment. "Information" shottid
nt At Mayo Bros.
Kercheval, cashier at i
National Bank, is in
, Minn., where he is un-
rvatien at ' Mayo Bros.
e was accompanied by
•heval.
ing Reporter
QUESTION
o you f'el about tellir •
• taker your age and
nt of your income for the
ANSWIptS
Ilan Hubbard: If it is for
e of useful information
avernment we will ac-
u asking a woman over
delicate question. The
we made in the year
already in government
rem!: to me the desired
in is how much we
lo save.
Mays: Well, right now I
on telling my age, al-
might later on. When I
hat off, that is self-ex-
As for telling how
ade, the government el-
em.+ that anyway, so
nt matter.
Hamby: If our good peo-
for these officials in
on to make such laws,
Id not mind' abiding by
would be very simple 'to
how much money I
Year. ,
W. Nichols: I really
d at all. I don't suppoee
ariething we could do
If We do Wert.
CITIZENS OF TOMORROW
This is the seventh and final picture series of Princeton an
d
Caldwell county children to be run in The Prineeten Leader. Top
row, reading from left to right, are Eddie and "Johnn
y, sons of
Mr. and Mrs Bill Presler, Hopkinsvale street; Cha-lcs
. Stephen
'rend.Jack, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Henry, Highland aven
ue;
Marjorie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Lowery, West Main
street; David Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hutchinson, 
N. Harri-
son street: Linda Ann, daughter of Mr. rand Mrs. Dona
ld Adams.
Cobb, Route 11Nell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Be
esley, Jr., West
Mein street; BiMyAson of Mr. end Mrs. 40 Ladd, Jr., and Bobby,
son of Me and Mrs Lewhil3Oren, Eagld street
Had Been In III
lumbh business,- where he re-
mained for 20 years: He retired '
several years ago because of ill
health. Mr. Cash was a member'
of the Saratoga Methodist church.
Survivors are his wife; a
daught/fr. Mrs. Herbert Cham-
pion, of Kuttawa; a brothels Owen
Cash, Dallas, Tex.; and a sister,
Mrs. M. L. Kinsolving. S. Jeffer-
son street.
Music WAF furnished by a guar-
tft, composed of Mrs. W. 0. Tow-
ery, Thomas Lacey, Gordon Lis-
anby and the Rev. J. F. Callen-
der, accompanied by' a great
nieee, Mrs,- EverettCherry at the
organ. Gordon Lisanby also sang
a solo.
Active pallbearers were Paul
Cunningham, Bob Keyll, Chester
Sisk, Philip Stevens, Billy' and
Oscar Cantrell; honorary, Bob
Beck, Bob Jacobs, K. P. Hobgood,
Denny Freeman, L. C. Lisman,
Sam Cash and George Martin,
Sr.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.
Rose And Garden Club,
Meeting Is Postponed
The Rose and Garden Club
Meeting, originally scheduled. for
tonight, has been postponed urt-
til -Thursday cight, April 13, it
was announced Tuesday. The
meeting will be held at the
George Coon -Library and the
Progra,m Will be presented by
Miss Eliza Nall, whose *hied
Will I* "Color In The Carden."
Charles Brock*rneyer, Jr., of Fre-
donia, will display colored slide*
of gardens and flowtrs.
A ,new telephone directory,
which contains a section in which
businesses are classified alphabet-
ically for the first time and in-
cludes many new and changed
Princeton, Mr. Cash operated a be ca
lled only when the desired
•
Number 40
Churches Plan
Easter Services
Cantatas, baptisms, gandlelight oration" by Borowski.
communion and other special ser-
vices are being planned by
Princeton churches during Holy
Week and Easter Sunday.
Easter Sunrise services will be
held at Butler High School stadi-
um Sunday at 5:45 a. m., with
the Rev. Joe Callender, of the Og-
den Methodist Church bringing
the address. Special music will be
furnished.
ed Tuesday night and Good Fri-
day services, "The Way of The
Cross", will be held Friday from
2 until 3 p. m., with the Rev. Fr.
William Borntreager, pastor, in
charge.
At 10 a. m. Sunday there will
be high mass, which will be con-
ducted by Father Richard Clem-
ents, assistant pastor. Special mu-
sic will be furnished lay the choir.
Mrs. Barney Jones is organist.
-First Christian
Candlelight Communion will
feature tonight's Union services,
with the Rev. George W. Filer,
pastor, in charge.
Sunday morning the Rev. Filer
will bring a message entitled,
"Christ Triumphant", with spec-
Ian music by the choir under the
direction of K. V. Bryant.
Sunday night a 'cantata, "The
tory of Easter According to St.
Matthew," by Lorenz, will be
presented at 7:30 'o'clock. The
public is' cordially invited tia at-
tend. -
paign will, be sponsored by Cald-
well County Homemakers clubs
this spring with the approval of
Ihe local postmaster, John S. Ma- ,
han, and rural carriers, it is an-
nounced.
Stencilsfor mail boxetti which
are to be pamted, will he made
and presented tq owners of mail
boxes by A:' P. Day of the Ken-
tucky Whip and Collar Company,
Tue. The advisory council of
Homemakers voted 'to leave the,
method of getting each box paint-
ed to the individual: homemakers
:1 b•
-For a long time mailbox ina-
provereent, has largely been an
individual matter, but organized
effort on the part of individuals
and homemakers clubs should get
bettslresults„in Caldwell county,'
Home Agent Wilma Vandiver
'
coal business, later going into the numb
er .is not listed in the dircc- stated.
tory.
Jefly Loftus, student at Wes-
tern Stat e College, Bowling
Green, spent last weekend with
his -Parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Lora's, Jr., Eagle street.
The Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido,
pastor of the Centrals Presbyter-
ian Church, was guest speaker at
the Din's League of 'the First
Christian Church Monday night
He spoke on -What To Do."
Soloists for the choir are Mrs.
Robert Gordon and Mrs. Bar t
Griffith, soprano; _Mrs. Thomas
Lacey and Mrs. Raymond Brown,
altos; Mr. James Cash, tenor; and
Harry Long, bass. Other members
of the choir are Miss Ernestine
Tatum, Miss Carwin Cash, Mrs.
Joe Wilcox, Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal,
Mrs. W. C. Haydon, Mrs. S. 0.
Catlett, Miss Imogene Stevens,
St. Paul's Catholic ' Mrs. Gray Brasher, Mrs. H
omer
I Mitchell, Miss Ruth Herron, Mrs.
Lenten services were conduct- Jack Henry, Mrs. Lee Cardin,
Mrs. J. F. Callender, Mrs. W. C.
Doty, Mrs. Ralph Randolph, Miss
Mildred Carter, Mrs. L. P. Hop-
per, Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Mr. Lois
Castleberry, Mr. Weldon Castle-
berry, Mr. Iley MeGough, Mr.
Jack Henry, Mr. Bart Griffith
and Dr. C. H. Jaggers.
•
First Baptist
A cantata, The Easter Story"
by Catherine Christie, will be
presented by the choir under the
direction of Jimmy Morrison dur-
ing the first part of the Sunday
morning service, followed by an
Easter message by the pastor, the
Rev. H. G. M. Haller. This service
will be broadcast at 11 a. m. over
WPKY.
• The evening service will per-
tain to the closing of National
Youth Week. Ralph McConnell,
ministerial student at George-
town College will preach. Ralph
is one of the three boys of the
local church who i's studying for
the ministry.
Northside Baptist
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor,
will 'bring the morning address,
"Man's Refuge". Almond Snyder,
song leader for the eight-day re-
dar, speaking on the subject, "The , vival currently in progress, will
Value of Easter". Parents sdesir- 
.be in charge of the music. This
ing their infants baptized are in- '!revival will close Sunday night
vited to bring them to this ser-s with the pastor preaching. His
tion 
vice,
(:altnogn", 'G.
'ceding the cantata, Mrs. George!
night service, 'beginning at 7:30
' subject will be "Destiny Of
.s. A cantata, Witted, "Redeinp- •
VSurena- 'Cumberland Presbyterian
awilln nd     
feature
written 
the
 b y 
: Rev. W. H,. Tallent will- bringday night progra'm, The choir iiil
: the Easter Message, "The Resur-
rected 
of 20 voices and is di-,
rection", with special music by 
the choir and congregation. The
by Mrs. R. A. Mabry. Pre- !
Pettit, organist, and Mrs. Cooper ,
in.Crider, pianist, will play two or- , p. , will be a message by the
, •gan and piano numbers. They will , pastor "A Continued Easter".
be "Largo" by Dvorak, and "Ad- i
— I Central Presbyterian
Junior Red Cross Art A w or d dramatization of the
Exhibit Is Scheduled resurrection, "The Tomb WasEmpty," will be given by the
An exhibit of art pictures,
fido, at the 11 o'clock ice.
pastor, the Rev. Floyd A. Loperr-
drawn by members of the 'local
i Special music will also fur-Junior Red Cross Ar
t class to
portray American life, will -be
field from 2:30 p. m. tp 3:34 p. m. 
nished by the choir. The topic of
Monday. April 10, at East Side
Grade School, it is announced.
After the exhibit here, the plc.
music at this hour.
tunes, which are -mounted, will be
sent to the National American Union Services .
. Junior' Red Cross, Washington, Friday afternoon will close un:•
ion services held throughout this
Holy week at the various church-
es with guest pastors. Rev. Floyd
A. Loperfido, pastor of the Cen-
each part of the world_an idea Of tral 'Presbyterian Church, will.
art in other countries other than bring this message at 3:00 p. m.,
their own. at the Ogden Methodist Church.
The public is rordially invited.
Ogden Methodist
Special music will be sung by
the choir Sunday morning:- with
the pastor, the Rev. J. F. Callen-
D. C., where they will be sent to
schools of foreign countries. This,
it was explained, is an exchange
art program to give children in
ATTEND GOLF MEETING
Hart Warren, local golf pro,
and Clifton Stalinist, of the•Prince-
ton Country 'club, left this morn-
ing for Ft. Knox, where they will
attend the Kentuckiana Green-
keepers' Association. They will
return Friday.
FREDONIA SCOUTS ADVANCE IN RANK '
the Rev. Loperfido's night ser-
mon will be, "What Now?" The
chair also will furnish special
— 
Officers to be installed are
Cooper Crider, exalted ruler; J.
W. Quin n, esteemed leading
knight; Fred Jake, esteemed roy-
al knight; Kelsie 0. Tudor, ex-
treme lecturing knight; J. D. Les-
tee, outer guard; R. u° Kevil,
treasurer; 'Hillery Barnett, secre-
tary, and Howird McGough, new
trusjee.
Pictured above are seven Boy 'Soots of Fredonia Troop No. 71 who appe
ared before a
board of review last wlek andTpansed requirements advancing them to sec
eind class. scouts. With
them are two adult committeemen and an institu.ional representatives. From left to 
rightl (stand-
ing) are Don Rogers, Walton Woodall, adult comm‘tteeman, Sae Conway, Richie Burton,
 Williem
King, adult committeeman, DoneklAsEdy and the R
ev. J.' Holland Thomas, imititutidnel, sepret
sontativ. Tliose spited (left to rithf) "Phillip Phelps, Henri Rice and Buddy Ring.
• r
Elks Will Install
New Officers Tonight
New officers elected recently by
members of the Elks Lodge will
be installed at 8:45 p. m. today af-
ter a buffet supper at the lodge
I hall, Hillery Barnett, secretary,
, announces.
---nam-r for the oeciaion will
be W. S. Winstead, state vice-
president of Elks.
Presbyterian Pastor To
Be Installed April 16
The Rev, Floyd A. Loperfido
will be formally installed at the
Central Prelbyterian Church at
7:30 p. m. Sunday, April 16, it is —
announced.
The Rev, Samuel McKee, mod-
erator of Princeton Preabytery,
will preside and propose the Con-
stitutional questions with the
Revs. R. 0. Garden giving the
Charge to Members of the Con-
gregation. The Rev. Raymond
Sehondekneyer will give the
Charge to the new pastor. The
Rev, Charles M. Bunceswill give
the address.
Immediately after the serkict,
refreahments will be served in
fililltnnex. it eigi'ssid. ,-4( • 
• • •
0'41 IV 
';`,W:t • 
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Thursda , A. ril 6,
THE PRINCETON LEADER
PIJ 1.17110-MD VARY THURSDAY 
JOHN 8. HUTCHSSON. JA. novo-rely ANN DAVIS
iditer and Publisher Advertising 
Manager 
Entered an second rises matter at Princeton. Ky., under 
the Act of Coagness
• 
Subscription prices: In County, $II; In State, st. 
care of
'Menke, $1. Resolution* of Respect, S cents a word.. Unsolicited poems, I ren
ts
a word. Reading notices, 10 centa a lioe. 
ratrattitat P tHIC ASSOOlgetilD PRESS.--The Aspociated Press 
Is entitled ix-
Illusively to the woe for republication all the 
local news printed In this news-
paper, as wall .es all AP news dispatches.
Nib:Nitwit testtrttricte rtusss AS8OCI4TION
11.11.AllitElt NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION  
Strike Back At Cancer
The tight is on to save more lives in 1950! 
Now is the time to
back science in its all out battle against 
cancer. Someday the
moment of triumph over cancer will come, 
but it will come only
through continuing research in physics, 
chemistry, biology and
medicine. Thousands of trained minds and 
expensive laboratory
equipment muse be kept at work until the 
fight is won. Part of
the money that you donate will support 
research which may save
millions of lives. Won't you give, and g
ive generously, so that
sometime in the future doctors May never 
have to face another
patient and say, "I'M afraind it's too late!"?
Half the money raised in Caldwell county by 
the American
Cancer Society is kept here for the purpose of 
aiding local -cancer
cases. , Your contribution helps guard yoUr 
neighbor, yourself, your
loved ones. Last year, 67,000 women and 
children in our nation
were rescued. from cancer.. Many more can be 
saved if you resolve
to save them—if you strike back.
Each year the American Cancer Society is forced to 
reject,
because of lack of money, many applications from 
scientists and
doctors who are eager to carry forward research. 
This year the
Society needs five millior dollars for research alone.
Remember cancer can strike anyone, but you can strike back.
There is hope if you give for research and other vital a
ctivities of
the American Cancer Society. Yofit: dollars mean the 
difference
between hope and despair—between life and death. Can you afford
not to help? Give more than before. Give as generously as you 
can!
. By D. A. D.
The Easter Seal Drive
There are eight million handicapped children under 21 in the
United States. That's a startling figure—about the combined popu-
lation of Boston, Denver, Los Angeles and Philadelphia.
Some of these youngsters can be restored to normal by the
miracles of modern medicine. Many of them can be trained to
earn their own living and enjoy happy, useful lives in spite of their
handicaps;
It takes money to provide such medical care and specialized
training. That's why the Easter Seal sale is conducted each spring.
Your contribution may help train a special therapist for crip-
pled childreris-pay for an operation or a brace to free a cripped
child from bed; or train some youngster for an occupation he can
take up in spite of his handicap.
Through your Easter Seal contribution you will help start
some crippled children on the road to complete recovery and others
On the way to useful, happy lives.
The crippled child cannot hell) hiniaelfe .You caijelp by giv- _
ing generously to the Easter Seal campaign.
A School Pattern Needed
The latest shot in the running political battle between Gover-
nor Clements and the Kentucky Education Association hierarchy is
about as surprising as an echo one has waited with cocked ear to
hear. It doubtless will prove fully as effective as an echo, too—
this resolution of the K.E.A. board of directors urging a special
legislative session to meet their revenue demands.
Nobody knows better than these K.E.A. leaders themselves
that Mr. Clements is no more likely to call the legislature back to
Frankfort any time soon than he is to walk a tightrope across the
Kentucky River wearing spangled pink tights. His every mm's
during the recent regular session reflected the mood of a man eager
to rush through a minimum of legislation and send the lawmakers
home—just as every move by those who played the school issue for
all it was worth reflected effort to force a special Session.
Thus the,resolution of the K. E. A. strategists can only be
viewed as afpolitical gesture. As such, it .contributes nothing to
the advancement of education in Kentucky.
This is not to say that, even with the additional funds recently
provided, the public sehools of Kentucky have all they need or that
teachers' salaries in this state are what they should be. But cduca-
tion's needs must be considered in the light of available tax- re-
sources. The recent legislature made a beginning toward this
scientific approach by authorizing a top-to-bottom study of the
state's tax structure for the purpose of furnishing a blueprint for
the next administration.
Perhaps this should have been done sooner. Perhaps this ad-
ministration should have worked out a budget that does not rely on
use of accumulated surpluses, to the amount of $64100,000, to meet
anticipated needs during the biennium ahead. Btit if this reflected
lack of scientific method, whit of the strategy of the school lobby?
Where was its blueprint? ifs program simply proposed repetition.
a the old practice of piecemeal taxation to benefit one interest
without regard for other essential needs. There has been too
much of that already.
No doubt some *school leaders will seize upon State. Revenue
Commissioner Clyde Reeves' statement that taxes in. Kernucky
'are lighter than anywhere else in the civilized world"—a, compare
son that leaves us a bit puzzled despite our high respect tor Mr_
Reeves' superior knowledge in the field of taxation. Whether he
meant taxes in general we do not know, but it will be noted that.
he did mention specifically property taxes and this state's law andi
inequitable assessments.
Property taxes, a negligible source of state revenue, are s. local
responsibility. It is local officials who make the assignments,
though expert help from Frankfort is theirs for the asking. These
are the taxes that determine the extent of each community's local
support of its schqols. Before trying to make capital of Mr. Reeves'
statement, school leaders might be wise to ask themselves what
they have done to improve education's support at the local levet.
The same question might be asked them in reply to their demands
for more state financial aid.
—(The Louisville Times.)
Kentucky On The March
Key To Civic Progress
By Ewing Galloway
The people of Paintsville made civic-progress history the other
day. The occasion yielded only $5,000, to augment a fund of approxi-
mately $150,000 for the 7-acre playground. It was the method that
made news.
People of the town donated articles they could do without,
from nanny goats to antiques, from baby grand pianos slightly out
of tune to washing machines. Some-items were made especially for
the occasion, cakes 
Mayor 
pies particularly, all of these latter baked
by men. Yotathful J. B. Wells donated a pie he had made
with his own hands. and it brought $135.
The recreation center project got off to a good start with an
offer from the City Water Commission to build an $80,000 swim-
- ming pool. Then came $20,000 by public subscription, followed by-
a $50,000 city bond issue. The radio auction was organized by the
Junior Women's League, with abundant help from the local radio
station. The ladies did a fine job of whooping it up.
I know that in other Kentucky cities, some of them much
larger than Paintsville, recreation cehter projects have seen lagging
for two years. All these cities have to do is to profit by Paintsville's
'novel experience. In most places leadership of exactly the right
sort is lacking.
I have been watching civic projects for the last three years,
and I have come to the conclusion that it is not' unwillingness on the
part of the people to spend money for things their communities neecl
but theltilure of 
,t
leaders to ask for subscrigtions i, the right
way.
' R. M. Munford, owner and publisher of the Union County
• Advoeite, ilshich mails out this column, told me the other day there
hadn't teen a single juvenile delinquency case in County Judge Tom
- T. Richard's court since Morganfield established a fine youth center
two years ago In a building foemerly used by the USO. •
(SYndicated By The Union Celan,: Advocate)
Little jChiAss
Tree planting seeihs to have
come into its own herein Prince-
ton this'season, and we like it.
There are few who will deny
that the Courthouse lawn does
not look better after the efforts
of the Princeton Rose and Garden
Club. Even Henry Sevison did a
bit of planting on his own, Fri-
day at the Country Club's golf
course. No, no cedars for Mr. Sev-
isun. His was a weeping willow.
• • •
There's nothing new in this
"flying saucer" business, accord-
ing to The Glasgow Times. Know
several who have been seeing
them since the first day they
married—and who insist they
are neither pho y or a thing of
imagination, th ditor points out.
• • •
Almost everybody under the
age Of 70 overrates the value of
experience. Experience in life
may add to our knowledge, but
it usually doesn't reduce our fol-
lies until we are too old to care.
—Chicago Daily News.
• • •
Those who read in Sunday's
Courier-Journal of a National
Folk Festival to be held April
12-15 at St. Louis learned that a
sister of the festival's founder,
Sarah Gertrude Knott, lives right
here in Princeton. She is Miss
Gladys Knott, physical education
instructor at Butler High School.
• taw. s. • • •
Progress, you must admit, al-
ways involves a certain amount
of risk. After all, you can't steal
second base and still keep one
foot on first, according to The
Washington Sun.
• • •
Dennis Hodge oeme in the other
day with a revised version of the
23rd Psalm which was written
and sent to him by a friend who
was at one time connected with
the Chrysler Corp. The friend ex-
plained, "Tomorrow will be my
67th birthday' and I find myself at
my desk =siting over the past
and pondering the future. It has
occurred to me that the 23rd
Psalm in the sight of some peo-
ple needs to be...revised: so it
reads as follows: The state is my
shepherd, I shall not work. It
maketh me to lie down on good
jobs, it leadeth me by the still
factories. It deadens my soul, it
leadeth me in the paths of idle-
ness for politics sake. Yea, though
I walk through the valley of
slothfulness a n d economic dis-
aster, I will fear no evil, for it
prepareth a Utopia for roe by ap-
propriating the earnings of the
frugal, it filleth my head with
fool expectations, my mounting
of inefficiencies runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall
follow me all the days of my life;
I shall live on the bounty of the
state forever." Mr. Hodge adds,
"We are still trying. to make an
honest living."
• . •
We all like to hear an outsider
praise our town and our people,
but oftentimes we forget that
sincere praise must come from
people who are just as appiecia-
Live and just al hospitable as we
•
Do You Knolna--,
For information or assistance
.about farm 'forestry contact your
county agent's office.
The total volume of standing
-saw timber has been reduced al-
most forty per cent in thirty
years.
A three-pound chicken dressed
for' cooking weighs on the aver-
age 30 per cent less than it did
-when live.
Selective harvesting of trees
keeps the forest growing.
Cinder blOelts have come into
wide use for building purposes
zince the war.
The technical name for the tele-
wiainn tube is "kinescope."
CAYCE-YOST
recommends
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
WEED-NO
-MORE
a Butyl Ester form of 2,4-D,
for
Control of Onions
In
Your Fescue
Apply it at the rate 4Of 3•pinte
2,4-D in 5 rations of water per
acre. Excellent onion control
has been obtained by this
method. This spraying should
be completed by about the end
of the 3rd week in April.
▪ Weed
-No
-More mixes ready
with oil or water.
* Won't harm livestock.
"- No prolonged soft lineal.
* HIghly effective on thous-
ands.' acres of term crops
list year.
IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S
CAYCE-YOST
The statement of thanks tO
Princeton written by the editor
of The Floyd County Times,
Prestonburg, after that town's
team played in the state-wide
V. F. W. bakketball tournament
here could only have 'been writ-
ten by "a nice guy." He said,
"treatment accorded the champs
by businessmen, church leaders,
townspeople and the Ray-Crider-
McNabb Post of Princeton made
the boys feel that the town has
been aptly named. On the team's
return here Monday, one of the
managers reported, 'You can take
the first syllable .of PrMeeton's
name, put it in its plural form
and hesitate right there in your
'spelling to designate that com-
munity of about 4,500 people be-
cause of the royal treatment we
received there made us feel like
it is truly a town of Princes'."
The editor went on to say, "not
only was the hospitality extend-
ed to the extent of free meals,
trade courtesies across the coun-
ter in business places, refresh-
ments, entertainment and the
use where needed of additional
uniforms offered by the Prince-
ton team but some of the busi-
nessmen went so far as to offer
the eastern Kentucky visiting
participants the use of their cab-
in on nearby Kentucky Lake for
a vacation anytime it was de-
sired," _ we er
OBERLI.NIS
RVA7/0
CK OBERLIN
WHAS
April let hae come to mean a
things.lot of Mainly, spring the
nearness of the baseball season,
the beginning of showers, Nation-
al Leave Us Alone Weed and, of
course, April 1st itself, All-Fools-
day.
This year it had an added
meaning. It was the kickoff-day
for the annual canipaign to raise
funds for the medical battle to
sontrol cancer—the killer, cancer
— the vicious disease which
strikes stealthily, in the dark,
without apparent cause—which
can dig fatal fingers deep into
the vital organs of its victim be.
fore its presence Oren is suspected.
There are e good many worthy
causes, medical fights, which ap-
peal for ,money. And, in this case,
the word appeal means that the
cause itself is appealing. You'd
like to give to all of them, or as
many as you possibly could. But
there are so many. It is unfortu-
nate that something can't be done
about obtaining Federal grants
for each of them. •-•-•-••
Cancer, though, is personal to
many people. My own-experience
with it came just over a year ago.
It was the first time I'd ever
known anything about cancer ex-
cept that a lot of people died of it.
This information was gained in
a sort of statistical way when
was a city-hall-reporter ln a little
Southern Indiana city. My chores
on that job included the collection
of vital atatistics--blrths and
deaths. Carefboma of one vital or-
--gass...-{ar--anDther Wat Vil0 of the
most common causes listed.
But, then, the difference be-
tween a vital statistic and the
death of a member of your own
family through the disease is con-
siderable.
It is encouraging that the exe-
cutive director of the American
Cancer Society reports that the
medical research program aimed
at curbing the killer—killing it,
if possible—is en a very broad
base, the gi•eetest program ever
conducted against any single dis-
'ease.
Right now, there are nearly 990
different projects being conduct-
ed. But the researchers could
have used more than the $3,50 ,-
000 which they received from the
cancer society last year. This
means, in effect, that the cancer-
battle can be conducted at only
half-speed. So much more is
needed.
H e r e' a another encouraging
note, though. According to the
Medical Director of the American
Cancer Society, early-eaneer is
one of the most curable of serious
diseases. Yes, advanced cancer is
almost impossible to treat success-
fully, so the emphasis is on early
treatment. .
Now, this throws a brilliant
and favorable light on the Ken-
tucky Cancermobile, one of the
first diagnosing clinics on wheels
in the world. The Cancermobile
visits dozens of communities ev-
ery year and, through the coop-
7t)„
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Robb, the minister, and so is the
young man's landlady, Mrs.
Blarney.
eration of local physicians, offers
free examinations.
Kentucky, too, was the first to
set up a cancer-clinic in a mentel
hospital. It's at Central State hos-
pital at Lakeland and serves other
institutions as well.
The most challenging state-
ment issued by the Society in
connection with the 1950 cancer
crusade is this . . . that 22,000,-
000 Americans who are living now
will die of cancer if the present
mortality rate cannot be cut
down. Death, that means, to
roughly one person out of every
seven or eight. There are seven
danger signals of cancer. From
pow on until the campaign closes,
you'll be told over anl over again
what they are .. . you'll probab-
ly get ti r e d of hearing about
those danger signs. But, listen
and learn and live.
Seven-to-one odds — not too
good when a life, your own, is at
stake.
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HE IS ARISEN! Just a phrase, three words long. Yet it expresses all the
faith and hope of mankind, born anew each year on Easter Sunday, under
the inspiration of His teachings as renewed and reviewed for us in the
Church of our choice.
Yes, it is just a phrase of three short words, yet in it is the source of the soul
lifting joy with which we depart from Easter Sunday Services to greet our
relatives and friends, with a new light shining in our eyes.
The celebration of the Resurrection of Him, whom evil kings could not des-
troy, takes on especial significance in this year of 1950 . . . for this year
marks the beginning of a period historically golden.
Thei‘ast fifty years of this century have held more than their share of strife
and trouble, yet they have also brought to mankind a tremendous potential,
promising to carry us forth to a brighter, happier era.
The message of Easter is a message of hope. It tells. us that man, by follow-
ing His teachings, can reach the greatest heights, let us attend the Church
of our choice this Easter Sunday and all the Sundayctn follow, for it is there
that we hear His Lesson and see the way to brotherhood.
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April 8, 10:00 a.m., Training
hool, circuit court room.
April 10, 1:00 p.m., Quinn, Mrs.
.evy Robin:14 hoatesa._ 
April 11, 200 p.m., Fredonia,
is. Arlie Vinson, and Mrs. Byrd
tiess, hostesses.
April 12, 1:30 p.m., Flatrock,
Lelia Blackburn, hostess.
April 13, 1:30 p.m., Cedar Bluff,
s. W. C. Fike, hostess.
April 13, 7:90 p.m., Lakewood,
.s. Weldon Pruett hostess.,
April 14, 1:30 p.m., Eddyville
Mrs. C. H..Jaggers, hostess.
April 14, 7:00 p.m., Lebanon,
ob House, Mrs. Tithe Picker-
g hostess.
er Pond
Mrs. Lawience. Sims, Jr., and
s Homer Mitchell :were host-
es to Otter Pond Homemakers
the community house Tuesday
crnoon, March 21. twenty-
:et, members, four visitors and
e new member, Mrs. Clint Hop-
were present. Mrs. L. B. Sims
sided at the meeting.
Mrs. Ray Martin told the group
attractive lamp shades were
ily made, and that they may
designed to fit into new decor-
vu schemes. Mrs. Martin and
s McConnell demonstrated
ing and covering old frames.
uring the recreation hour,
les were led by Miss Wilma
ndiver and Mrs. Thomas White.'
e group adjourned after sing-
-Love's Old Sweet Song."
esent were Mesdames H. C.
onnell, Collin Ladd, Lee
shburn, Lawrence Sims, Jr.,
mas White, Homer Mitchell,
v Shoulders, Lucille P'Pool,
rnett Trotter, Bernice Jones,
mond Stroube, Albert Harti-
Willis K. Crawford, George
rtin, Jr., L. B. Sims, Sr., Ram-
Johnston, Moscoe Mitchell,
ham Crawford, Jimmie Mitch-
High Altitude Effects
Said To Be Exaggerated
Denver — (AP) — He probably
is in for some arguments, but
Dr. Robert B. Patterson' of Love-
land, Colo., thinks the harmful
physical effects of high altitudes
are greatly extegrEit011=11rlea1r
for the kind of altitudes Colorado
has. Writing in the Rocky Moun-
tain Medical Journal, Dr. Patter-
son listed mineral oil, sunburn
,lotion and hard candy as the only
medicines a normil flatlander
needs to offset symptoms of the
altitude here.
The mineral oil should be used
to lubricate dried nasal passages,
lotion to guard against sunburn
which c omes with deceptive
swiftness in the rarefied air, and
the hard candy to prevent throat
dryness. But he had a word of
warning for those not in the best
of health.•They should beware of
reacting to the bracing mountain
air by. indulging in excessive ex-
ercise.
ell and Ray Martin; Misses Doro-
thy Ferguson, Robbie Sims and
Irene Mashburn. Visitors were
Mesdames Clint Hopper, George
Priddy, Bob Crocker, Earl Harti-
gan and Miss Vandiver.
Children present were Derece
Mitchell, Bobby Martin and Gary
Crawford.,
Fredonia Valley
"If lamps could talk, they
would say, 'I should do some-
thing for a room other than give
out light.' By bringing out a
hidden color, they can add an in-
teresting and attractive shape for
contrast in the room and by
changing the cover on an old
frame can do wonders at very
little cost. Also you can have fun
doing it", Mrs. Floyd Jones and
Mrs. Bill Conway told the Fre-
donia Valley Homemakers in the
lesson on fabric lamp shades
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
J. B. Sory and Miss Dora Young.
Phone 155
When in Hopkinsville
MAKE
PLANTERS HDWE. CO.
(Incoi porated )
Your Headquarters
West Seventh at Cleveland Ave.
HOPKINSVILLE
What makes a railroad ?
 
 
,
Traditions
that are made
-not born
Of all railroad traditions, none rank..
higher than safety.
The 114 flying at the head of this adver-
tisement is the award of the National Safety
Council to the Illinois Central — the na-
tion's leading railroad in employe safety
in 1949. This is the sixth occasion since
1943 that the Illinois Central has been
cited for outstanding safety performance.
Safety of employes, Of passengers and of
freight is today an Illinois Central tradi-
tion, built by unceasing effort and shared
by every man and woman on the railroad.
We believe that making our railroad safer
for our own people and for you is one of
the best ways Of earning your continued
friendship and patronage.
W. A. JotisTori
President
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Mgt,. LineMid-America
Too Many Movies
Can Make Jack
A Dull Boy 
By David Taylor Markt? -
Are you wondering what effects
television and moviegoing pave
upon your children? If you are,,
you may be interested in a new
booklet entitled "Your Child's
Leisure Time," ,by Mildred Celia
Letton, of the University of Chi-
cago's Laboratory School. This
booklet is. eighth in a series of
parent-teacher publications edit-
ed by Professor Ruth Cunning-
ham and published by the Bureau
of PublicatiOns of Teachers Col-
lege, columbia University. .
Television and the movies have
their. purposes but are very like-
ly to be more time-consuming
than mentally stimulating, says
the author. "Such ventures offer
little dividand, either iri person-.
aids,. development or in expand-
ed interests."
If youngsters have stimulating
recreation at home, she adds,
they won't have much time or
need for the movies, radio, tele-
vision, and other unprofitable in-
terests. In one survey, one-third
of .the yciath who went regularly
to the movies remarked that
"there's nothing else to do!"
Specific ways in which parents
Mrs. Russell Yates gave the de-
votional and Mrs. Mary Prowell
gave the minor project on land-
scaping and outdoor living.
Mrs. Russell Yates led the rec-
reational hour, which consisted of
group singing and playing games.
Pot-luck dinner was served.
Present were Mesdames Floyd
Jones, Cecil Brasher,- Opal Rice.
J. J. Rogers, W. M. Young, Rus-
sell Yates, Byrd Guess, Charles
Wilson, J. B. Sory, Sarah Conway,
Neil Hunley, Arlie Vinson, W. W.
Gillihan, Mary Prowell, Walton
Woodall, Tom Grubbs and Misses
Dora Young and Wilma Van-
diver.
Cobb
Homemakers. had _their
last, lesspn on, lamp shades at the
home of Mrs. Elizah Lamb March
28. Mrs. Lamb gave the lesson,
and Mrs, Earl Wood read the
scripture and thought for the
month.
Present were Mesdames One
Bryant, Elizah Lamb, Rudolph
Morris, Earl Wood, Clyde Wood,
J, M. Dunn and Otis Smiley.
Visitors were Mesdames 0. G:
Priddy. Ferd Wadlington and
Jim Reece: and Misses Air Mor-
-is and Wilma Vandiver.
A work day on lamp shade
covering was planned to be held
at the home of Mt. One Bryant
April 11 at 1:30 p m.
1-tonkinsville Road,
The Hopkinsville Road Home-
makers Club met Friday after-
noon, March 24, at the home of
Mrs.' Hugh Murphy, Highland
avenue.
The meeting was called to Or.-
der by Chairman Mrs. W. D. Arm-
strong. Twelve members answer-
ed roll call by giving the title of
a book they had read this year.
Members present were Mes-
dames W. D. Armstrong, R. C.
Coleman, Hugh Goodwin, Harry
Johnson, S. J. Lowry, Hugh Mur-
phy, B. L. Paris, W. B. Davis, A.
G. Butler, Carl Cunningham,
'Bernard Jones, and Miss Eliza
Nall. Miss Wilma Vandiver and
Mrs. John Perry were visitors.
Under new business, Mrs. Par-
is and Mrs. Murphy were named
leaders for the "Landscaping"
lesson to be given in April.
Minor project lesson was giv-
en by Mrs. Paris and major pro-
ject lesson fabric lamp shades was
given by Mrs. S. J. Lowry.
The club will meet with Mrs.
W. D. Armstrong April 28.
Sind your Easter greet.in. to "that certain
someone" with a box
of NORRIS Exquisite Candies.
Conte in today- NORRIS Exquisite
Candies are dressed in the best
foster stylsisi
$Z00
The ['aura
WOOD'S DRUG STORE
- ppm 21115
Everything your heart desires in Easter
Footwear is to be found at BARNES!
Newly arrived SPECTATORS and
LINENS in all color combina-
tions Alsa glamorous calf-
skins in 3-tone beige - 3-tone
blue - and the ever-popu-
lar multicolors — See
them today at
BARNES(
SPECTATORS!
Brown and White
Slue and White
Black and White
Orson and Whit*
Pace...Three
DENNIS WAILS FOR FREEDOM:. The corners of his mouth
turned- down in despair, two-year-old Dennis Seager wails for
rescue from his 111-fated adventure at Kansas City, Mo. He jam-
med his right foot down a pipe near his home. Patrolman Dorris
Town tries to comfort the boy after calling water department em-
ployees. They dug a hole, broke the pipe and set Dennis free.
(AP Wirephoto)
can help their children to develop
absorbing and satisfying leisure
interests are suggested. For ex-
ample, what is your attitude to-
ward your child's hobbies? asks
Letton.
"Are you a father who takes
Junior's electric train and plays
with it yourself, or an impatient
mother who would rather do the
sewing yourself than to see Ruth
struggle?" .
Some children actually have no
real leisure because adults not
only act as guides :but as "hog-
gish participants." Letton points
out that "a child needs time to
think a child's thoughts. He needs
time to daydream a little, to plan,
to imagine, to solve his personal
problems," without parental sup-
ervision. A "handsoff" policy, she
feels, is to a certain extent wise.
if possible, advises Melton, give
junior a room of his own where
he can be uninterrupted and
where he can have his hobby ma-
terials around him.
Age naturally makes a differ-
ence in a child's choice and use
of leisure activities, notes the
author.
Books are important as leisure,
too. No InNe with a growing
child shoultr be without copies of
the Bible, dictionary, atlas, en-
cyclopedia, a book of facts like
the "World Almanac", a first-aid
book, a nature book. Bartlett's
"Familiar Quotations," a Boy or
Girl Scout "Handbook" or its
equivalent, and a library . cars
for every member of the family.
Parents shoulg keep in mind,
Letton suggest?: those interests
that will be long continuing and
possibly lead to lifetime careers
-
New Bureau Head Is
Appointed At U. K.
Dr. Joseph A. Williams, profes-
sor of education at the University
of Kentucky, last week was nam-
ed director of the U.K. Bureau of
School Services, succeeding Dr.
Frank G. Dickey w h o recently
was appointed dean of the College
bf Education. The new bureau
chief is a native of Georgia and a
or hobbies.
Children appreciate their par-
ents' interest in their leisure. One
boy, whose mother and father
had exchanged revealing notes
with his teachers and with the
parents of his schoolmates, ob-
served to his little brother:
"You know, we do make a dif-
ference to dad and mom after all.
I don't get by with just telling
them anything, the way I did
last year."
Corn Derby In •
Crops Program
In 75 Counties
Th. corn Sprby is again to be a 
feature of the crops program of
the College of Agricultur& and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky, in about 75 counties.
Producers of 100 bushels an acre
will receive certificates of
achievement, with special recog-
nition for high producers in the
acre and five-acre divisions.
The corn derby has been a fac-
tor in increasing yields from an
average of 24 bushels to 37 bush-
els an acre in 10 years, according
to W. C. Johnstone of the college.
Despite a reduction of around
800,000 acres, the total corn yield
f the state has increased.
T h e corn derby, Johnstone
pointed out, stresses growing corn
on good land and the proper use
of fertilizer. There now are lab-
oratories in about half of the
counties where farmers can have
soil tested. Growing hybrid corn
accounts for a large part of the
increased yields. US 13 and Ky•
103 are the best yellow corns and
Ky 203 is a consistent high-yield-
ing white corn. Ky 405B is a new
white hybrid corn with a strong
stalk available for planting this
year. Another strong-stalk high-
yielding white corn which may
be available next year is US
523W.
Johnstone said the derby had
brought out that more stalks can
be grown on good land—at least
10,000. Top land that holds mois-
ture well may support 13,000
stalks. ,Donald Stout of Jefferson
county, who won the five-acre di-
vision last year, had an average
og 14,248 stalks an acre, and Mil-
ford Napier, winner Of the acre
division, had 25,929 stalks on an
acre.
former member of the University
of Georgia faculty, During World
War II he served three years
with the U. S. Navy. Dr. Dickey
relinquished the School Services
post, it was explained, to devote
full time to his duties as dean.
Doetors wore erosses on their
clothing during European plague
epidemics of the Middle Ages.
CUT TO MEASURE
window shade service
MEASURE TIP•TO-TIP OF
YOUR PRESENT ROLLER
We carry the most com-
plete assortment of qual-
ities, sizes and colors in the
famous Joanna Western
window shades. Bring in
your measurements—we'll
alter the shades you select
fitto  } OUP-Wind° s.
BROWN
FURNITURE DEALER & FUNERAL DIRECTOR
Princeton, Kentucky
fam,
IS
Just Around The Corner!
NAVY BLUE LINEN
With White Medallian
By Rhythm Step
NAVY BLUE CALF
Also 3-Tone Beige Calf
By Entthie Steil)
0 Ot's
Deadline Set For
UK Mexican Session
Kentucky teachers planning to
enroll in the University of Ken-
tucky's romance languages
school to be held this summer at
Puebla, Mexico, must registe -^fpr
the -epeeist De:salon by
announced last week by Dr.
Alberta W. Server, director of
the school. Especially designed fdr
teachers of Spanish, the eight-
week session will begin June 19.
Expenses for Kentucky teachers
have been set at 2278.60 for rag-
jstration fees, board and room at
a modern Puebla hotel, and *ow
eral weekend sightseeing tourist'
Complete information may be ob-
tained by writing Dr. Server at
the U. K. Degaktment of Romance
jAnguages.
on -Feb. 11
endar, but
under the
under the Julian cal-
that gate is Feb. 22
Gregorian calendar.
.The water chestnut can become
so thick as. to destroy duck food,
• REALTORS • DEVELOPERS
• AUCTIONEERS • BUILDERS
Well Located Homes and Homesiites
7 mi. North of Hopkinsville, near Kelly Station on Highway 41
1 30 MONDAY, APRIL 10P.M. AUCTION!
MR. ELIJAH C. HARRIS and Wife, MRS. VERNA HARRIS.
Owners
CARTER
REALTY AUCTION COMPANY
Scottsville, Ky. Phones: 134-X or 387
Call Us Collect — Day or Night.
"WE SELL THE EARTH"
Take no chance on new and Inexperienced Real Estate Auc-
tioneers. Why learn them at your expense? Local Head-
quarters: Johnson Court. 202 S. Main St., Each Monday in
Hopkinsville.
TONIGHT FRIDAY — "THAT MIDNIGHT KISS", M-G-
,weetheart of Technicolor musical stars KATHRYN GFsAYSON
and the romantic sensation MARIO—L-PeNZA, pictured above.
Jose Iturbi, Ethel Barrymore and Keenan Wynn are featured in
this eye and ear treat. Added attractions include a Merrie Melody
Cartoon and Movietone News.
sAl Y, APRA. ti--liouble Feature rogram' "TRIGGER-
MAN" starring JOHNNY MACK BROWN (above, left) provides
plenty of action and excitement for the western fans while
"JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN COURT" (above, right) is loaded with
fun and antics of this famous comic strip pair. Also showing on
this double bill is Chapter 7 of "TEX GRANGER" and a Techni-
color cartoon.
J
SUN. es ARON ArttiL 9-10 — " ALA 'A". starring AMES
STEWART and SPENCER TRACY (pictured above) and featur-
ing Valentina Cortesa, John Hodiak, Lionel Barrymore and
Sidney Greenstreet is an exciting drama of two men and a girl
playing a dangerous game in the perilous jungles of Malaya. A
Tom & Jerry 'Cartoon and Paramount News complete this out-
standing program.
TUES. & WED., A RIL 11-12—"SLIGHTL FRIL
DOROTHY LAMOUR arid DON AMECHE f pictured abco.s rgPptI is i ag
merry, mirthful masquerade of a mademoiselle froth Brooklyn.
'Ionia Carter, Willard Parker and Adele lergenit are featured in
this romantic comedy. Added attractions are "JtsigIC Terrors"
in Technicolor, a Movietone Adventure and Cartoon i Comedy.
HAVE FUN
at the
Page Four
• Four
THk.PRINCETON L4ADFR PRINerrnki
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PR1NCETO
N,.KENTUCKY
Fredonia News
Mr. And...32.11._ Charles Puckett,
Bowling Green. were Sin-my
guests of her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and
son, Dennis, were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Kunnecke at Calvert City.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller,
Madisonville, were dinner guests
of his mother, Mrs. Ambie Fuller,
Tuesday night.
Mrs. Seldon McElroy and in-
fant son returtied to their home
in Alton, Ill., Saturday, alter
spending several weeks with her
/parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts and
thildren, of Evansville, spent the
weekend with her mother, Mrs
Nell Burklow.
Miss Dorothy Parr was the
Sunday guest of Miss Rachel Tur-
daughter, of Frankfort, spent th
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Butts.
Mrs. Fred DeBoe returned home
from Princeton hospital Thurs-
day after submitting to a major
operation last week.
Mrs. Earl Hurst, Marion, is vis-
iting her sister, Mrs. T. R. Ak-
ridge, and Mr. Akridge this week.
Mrs. Leona Spickard, Detroit,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Ray
Blackburn, Mr. Blackburn and
other relatives here.
Mrs. Henry Prowell suffered a
paralytic stroke at her home here
Thursday morning. Her condition
is improved as reported by mem-
bers of her family.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Cardin and
Miss Lemma S. Cruce, Clarksville,
Step Out This Easter In A Lovely
MARY LANE Shortie - - -
Style 1634
Priced $25.00
CUFFED AND CLEVER
A Creation of Character!
. . . a finger-tip topper of importance
Noteworthy of its beauty and distinction . 
. its gay,
alert look of spring- Of course it's a Mary L
ane
. . . you can tell by its sure, smooth fit, its
 smart
design, its fine fabric and workmanship. 3
-way belt
for fashion variety. Impressively tailored in
America's finest 100% wool suede in an array 
of
outstanding new fashion colors: Sea Aqua,
 Gold,
Natural, Petal Pink, Dacia, Royal, Light Blue, Li
pstick
Red, Kelly. Sizes 8-18.
FREDONIA, KY.
UK Commerce Grads
Find Jobs Readily
A national trend in the job
outlook for 1950 college graduat
es
majoring in business and corn-
aL the
University of Kentucky. In 
a
statement made last week, Dr. C.
C. Cartenter, dean of the U. 
K.
College of Commerce, said hi
s
college still is unable to supply
enough graduates to far the.
mend of business and industry in
this area. Of 115 students wh
o
completed their courses at mid-
year, Dean Carpenter said, 107
are now employed in permanen
t
positions. "We have not yet no-
ticed any drop in demand for lour
graduates," he added.
Tenn., were Sunday afternoon
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H.
Bennett.
Mrs. C. T. Henson spent the
weekend with.her father and sis-
ter, F. M. Stringer and-Mrs. An-
nie Stringer in Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gillihand
were the weekend guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Cox
of Benton.
Mrs. Laura Moore, of near
Farmersville, spent Thursday as
guest of Miss Imogene Wigglnton.
Mrs. George Johnson, Paducah,
arrived Monday for a visrwith
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. T.
Henson.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and daugh-
ter, Carolyn, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Smith and children, Mr. and Mrs.
George Milroy and Misses Carrie
and Debbie Butts were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Hughes Saturday. The occasion
Grimm
51540
See these and many other
famed Gorham Sterling pat-
terns in our wide showing of.
patterns that lead the 1950
ver Parade ... Gorham designs
that are winning the acclaim of
America's most discriminating
hostesses!
****** M Aitn S.
PI 101.1 A.m. re for ••• 4.F.Weer
pieteevietsini. 011(404‘114 I ell T.•
WINSTEAD
Jeweler's
ITS NEW 04441001 Seeereda
is a Handy Bu er's Guide
The Yellow Pages of the new telephone
directory provide you with valuable buss.
mess information. In them you will find
the names, telephone numbers and ad-
.. 
dresses of business telephone subscribers
kr, 1'6
listed alphabetically under classified
headings descriptive of their businesses,
professions or the commodities or services
they sell.
_
e‘et a rie- *ado Peux.4‘
Vica,*.oa've lookeap kis
1. Business Telepinme Numbers Quickt
2. A List of Dealers
3. 'A Business where only the address
' known
f4. The Nearest aster.
15. A Certain Article or Sirriiii"
Y6. Branded Products or Authorised SOON)
7. Something in a Hurryj
.111.-Prices or_Estimatts
_
ts-i-Tair" nom; o Siam IlEirTEirPHONC011nam-i-Ril COMMA
lb Y•Mt Popes
WM. Yoe Woot 
l 
INC0111011ATS•
ROUGH STUFF: Vic Linn (white jersey), Toronto 
Maple Leafs,
and Len (Red) Kelly of the Detroit Red Wings
, tangle on the ice
In the third period of the Stanley Cup
 playoff game 'at Detroit
last week. Referee Bernie Le Maitre is the
 peacemaker. The
game was marked by a record number of 
brawls which at times
involved practically every member of both te
ams. Detroit won,
3 to 1. (AP Wirephoto)
was the birthday of Mrs. Hughes.
Mr. Roy Boisture submitted to
a major operation at Vanderbilt
hospital in Nashville Saturday
morning. His condition is critical.
-- Miss Charlotte Hurst, Marion,
Is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Charles
Baker, and Mr. Baker.
Mrs. Bertha Newberry has tak-
en the rooms recently vacated by
Mrs. Gladys Walker.
Mr. Ed Harmon is seriously ill
at his home here suffering from
influenza.
Mrs. R o y Boisture, Mr. and
Mrs. Huston Vinson, Altie Bois-
ture and Mrs. Gladys Walker vis-
ited Mr. Boisture,. a patient in
Vanderbilt hospital, Sunday.
Rev. Holland Thomas and son,
Gerald, left Monday for Rome,
Ga., where the son will receive
medical treatment and observa-
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fralick
were in Paducah Monday after-
noon shopping.
Mr. Kelly Landes is ill at his
home with a severe cold. .
T h e Cumberland Presbyterian
church was hostess to Princeton
Presbytery Tuesday and Wednes-
day of this week.
Warren Maxwell and Ed Max-
well of Franklin, Ohio, spent sev-
eral days last week as guests of
Miss Imogene Wigginton and oth-
er relatives and friends. They at-
tended the household and farm
sale of the late Mrs. Nell E. Bun-
ton.
Donald Brasher, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, was graduat-
ed from the College of Business
Administration, March 18, at the
University of Denver, Denver,
Colo., with the degree of Bache-
lor of Science in business admin-
istration, and a major in account-
ing. He is expected to return
home next week for a visit with
his parents:.
Pvt. John Dunning, Ft. Knox,
spent the weekend with his mo-
ther, Mrs. Ruth Dunning.
Brother Of Mrs. Bromley
Dies In West Point
Word has been received here of
the death of ,Charlie "Dutch"
Robinson, brother of Mrs. C. L.
Bromley, former Princetonian.
Mr Robinson died March 17 of
chirrosis of the liver. Burial was
in West Point.
Dawson Road
Mr. Dewey P'Pool and family,
have moved back to their farm.
Mr. Hewlett Morris, George
Powell and Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Fralick were in Dawson Tuesday
night.
Mrs. Sadie Poe was in the White
Schoolhouse community Friday.
There are several shut-ins in
this community at present.
Mr. Monroe Powell visited our
community Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. George Powell was in Hop-
kinsville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Stallings,
of near Hopkinsville, were in this
community Sunday.
Miss Lola Veal and Mrs. Mettle
Morris ,Mrs. Hester Franklin and
Mrs. Ida Franklin were in town
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
spent Sunday as guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Moore, of near
Crossroads.
Dr. B. L. Keeney called on Mr.
George Franklin one night last
week.
Miss Sue Darnell was in town
Saturday.
Mr. Adrien P'Pool, Robert and
Leon Powell attended the show
in Princeton Saturday night.
Mr. Melvin Fralick and son,
Jerry, was in Madisonville Fri-
day.
Mr. Melvin Fralick attended a
Rotary meeting in Marion Friday
night.
Hopkinsville Man
To Make Senate Race
Frankfort - (AP) -Dr. James
L. Delk of Hopkinsville, filed last
week for Democratic nomination
to the United States Senate.
Dr. Delk, 62, is a social worker
for the Church of God In Christ.
He described himself as 100 per
cent for the policies of President
Truman and Vice President Bark-
ley.
He tried for the same nomina-
tion in 1946.
WALKER HAS IT
COSTUME JEWELRY
FOR SPRING
WALKER'S DRUGS &
JEWELRY
Princeton, Ky. Dial 3211
-1•-•
Early
Spring Needs
American Wire Fence - Barb Wire
Wire Stretchers - Posthole Diggers
Garden Wire - Poultry Netting
Chicken Feeders - Chicken Waterers
Lawn Mowers - Gross Shears
Hedge Shears - Grass Hooks
Garden Seed - Rakes & Hoes
Spading Forks - Garden Fertilizer
Fruit Tree Spray - Pressure Sprayers
Blue Mold Dust For Plant Beds
Dust Sprayers - Barrell Sprayers
Harness - Harness Repair Work
Dr. legear's Stock Tonic - Salt Blocks
(Complete Line Of Fishing Tackle)
WHEN IN HOPKiNSVILLE SHOP
HARDWARI CO.-
Tenth and Virginia Sta.
HOPIUNSVILLR
•Pkere3*1
June 25, 1929. Robert Lee Prich
-
ard has secured employmen
t with
the I. C. Railroad during the
 sum-
mer months.
June 20, 1929. Messrs. V
irgil
(Duck) Jennings and Elbert Mc-
Caslin and son, James, left toda
y
for Reelfood Lake on a fishin
g
trip. Mac likes Ms fishing an
d
from the resultsist- achieves, t
hey
return the affection. We're bettin
g
on them to bring home a n
ice
mess.
June 25, 1929. Mrs. J. M. Mc-
Fadden, of Pocatello, Idaho, is
the guest of Mn. J. E. Baker and
Mr. and Mrs. Armour Blaylock.
June 25, 1929. Miss Katherine
Sue Loftus has returned from a
pleasant visit to Mr. a n d Mrs.
John Loftus at *their home at
Charleston, N. C.
June 25, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
Dawson Nichols and Mrs. Eugene
Bell of Paducah were very wel-
come visitors in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. M. L. Orange through
the weekend.
April 21, 1931. Mrs. George Hill
and daughter, Margaret Elizabeth,
of Atlanta, Ga., are spending a
few days with Mrs. Hill's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. White.
April 21, 1931. Mrs. Alvin Lis-
anby, president of the local P.
T. A., and Mrs. M. L. Orange are
attending the State P. T. A. meet-
ing in Paducah this week.
April 21, 1931. Gip Watkins and
Bob White, jolly good fellows of
Hopkinsville; were here yester-
day, much to the delight of their
many friends.
April 21, 1931. Mrs. A. G. Hub-
bard is in Paducah where she will
ARTHRITIC, RHEUMATIC VICTIMS
Now Offered Foster, Longer lasting
Relief From Deep -Seated Pains
Amazing new "Pilm-Coated" tablet
does not have toxic, useless action '.n
stomach. Pain-reileving medicine 14
carried to intestine Strikes directly
at chronic, deep-sealed pain and
stiffness, through blood stream. Re-
duces uric acid and speeds soothing,
analgesic action to all pain wracked
nniecles and Joints. New "Film-
Coated" compound, called Ar-Pan-
lna, Is available at
CORNER DRUG STORE
News From The Past
News representing lives, ho
pes, dreams and amoitions 
of those
who made up the populace of
 Princeton and Caldwell 
county almoit
40 years ago recorded now
here but in the yellowed f
ilm of Twice-
A-Week Leader of Done 
years will be published as a 
regular Leader
feature. The articles a
ro-yepeeduced4ual__JuLL•he Prin
ceton re-
portent. shortlx after the turn 
of the century, wrote the
m.
attend the State P. T. A. 
conven-
tion which convenes ther
e today.
Mil. Hubbard is the 
district
president-elect, having been el
ect-
ed to succeed Mrs. J. M
. Calvin
of Hickman at the recent 
District
convention which met in this 
city.
April 21, 1931. Mr. and M
rs.
Leslie Cash, Mr. and Mrs. 
Jack
Page and daughter, Athalie
, mot-
ored to Bowling Green last
 Sun-
day to visit Miss Chlodys 
Cash,
who is attending W.K.S.T.C. 
there.
The party visited many inter
est-
ing places enroute. °
Penney Employees Hear
Address By Firm's Head
Employees of the local J. C.
Penney Store motored to N
ash-
ville recently to hear J. C. Pen
-
ney, head of the chain store o
r-
ganization, conduct the Morning
worship service of the Nashville
Thurscial
Sand lick Road
An old-fashioned Easter egg
hunt will be held at 2 p,
ter Sunday at the old Scottsburg
school house. The public is in.
vited to attend. Everyone also Is
urged to bring eggs for the cc-
._
The publiti is urged to attend
services at Lebanon on klaver
Sunday at 11 a. m. The new pss.
tor will Preach.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob French, of
Madisonville, spent the weekenci
with Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ladd.
They had six o'clock dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Robinson Sat-
urday.
Mrs. Tillie Pickering called on
Mi. and Mrs. Fern Jones Sunday.
Mrs. George Hardrick and Mrs.
Howard Pickering called on Mrs.
Eva Pickering, who has been very
ill of flu.
Ronnie .Ladd spent Saturday
night with Bill Morse.
First Baptist Church, Joe yg-e-.
Harg, manager, announces. Mr.
Penney is traveling throughout
the country in the interest of
the World Christian Alliance
Laymena Movement. Mcliare
NEW LOW PRICES
for the Remington Rand
a
ADDING MACHINE
See this speedy... compact porta
ble
today. It's the biggest dollar va
lue
you can get. Has the amazing 10-ke
y
simplified keyboard.. gives you
automatic column selection. Just
enter 'figures as you would write
them. Has total ... sub-total .
multiply ... release and covrectica
keys. Full 5" carriage.
ADDS • MULT1PUES • um' e
AND TOTALS TO $99,999.91
41°41 ,171
$9950
PLPS FED
pi. • ict ?ixie.
aelr a04111.
CORNEHE'S
(Incorporated)
OFFICE MACHINES di FURNITURE
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
p4e-ea/11V/
CLEARANCE of
COATS & SUITS
$29.98 Values Now $25.98
$24.98 Values Now $20.98
$19.98 Values Now $15.98
$16.98 Values Now $12.98
SUITS
$12.98 Values
$19.98 Values
424.98 Values
$29.98 Values
Now $ 8.98
Now $15.98
Now $20.98
Now $25.98
Princeton,
• Kentucky
•
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hing New York is
in in hopes of filling
-have beeri being on
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spend $50,000 to seed
dry ice and chemicals
a city's thirst. B is t
of rain making is
man tried to make
as he had crops to
tt ied magic. The best
of a tribe often be-
lt was a good job, ex-
e failed to bring rain
s killed. -
the rites hinged on
r pouring out water.
Indians, for instance,
er and then sucked
and blew it from
to imitate spray. But
tlaria and other plac-
it each other until
to imitate rain.
in maker might take
Arabs used to toss
an into a pool when
rain. In South Afri-
n d leaf-clad women
songs while they
wells.
of the Hopi Indians
ey dance .with rattle-
their mouths are
ost Americans. That,
making ceremony.
ogs, black animals,
JUST RAKED
BUT I'VE 601 50
FROM DRINKIN'
TON CREAMERY
IL FEEL LIKE
ALLOVER A6AIN!
eamery
were among Th Things some
people thought helped bring
rain. These became the center of
the rites. Or they might call upon
their dead. Orinoco Indians scat-
tered the ashes of relatives a year
after death as a rain charm.
Men also appealed to their
gods. Zeus In Greece was a rain
God, among other things, as was
Jupiter in Rome. Or they might
become angry at their gods after
a long drought. As late as 1803
in Sicily, images of ;saints were
turned to the wall, stripped,
thrown into pools and otherwise
abused.
South American Indians al s o
burned grass in a drought, think-
ing the smoke would rise and
form clouds. Very early men be-
lieved that battles caused rain.
This was suppesed to be due to
the noise or to the blood and
sweat evaporating and forming
clouds. Or the gods were suppos-
ed to want to cleanse the battle
field.
When guns came to be used, the
smoke and concussion was sup-
posed to bring rain. This Was
taken seriously even in the Unit-
ed States. Between 1890 and 1893
Congress spent $19,000 trying to
make rain by sending up balloons
and kites with explosives. Some
of the experiments were near
Washington but most of them
were in Texas.
A series of dry years started in
the United States in 1891. This
set off a wave of rain makers
with secret formulas. Frank Mel-
bourne, supposed to be an Aus-
tralian, gained repute as a rain
maker near Canton, Ohio. Then
Goodland, Kans., called him. He
set up a two-story building and
let fumes of his secret formula es-
cape through a vent in the roof.
It rained and he collected.
In Australia in 1903 zinc was
put in sulphuric acid. Hydrogen
was thus generated in an attempt
to _make rain.-
In 1905 Charles . Hatfield col-
lected $1,000 for making rain in
Southern California. He released
mystery chemicals from a tow-
er. He operated all over western
United States and is even said to
have gone ta Alaska.
Another rain making surge
came in the early 1920s. This
time it was thought rain could be
mpde by seeding clouds with elec-
trified sand. In one test Army
Dend Stock
WANTED
e Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
r dead stock promptly, free of charge
n sanitary trucks which are disinfecied
We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
TUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charoes.
3698 Princeton, Ky.
FIGHTS PRIEST'S ANNULMENT SUIT: Mrs. Gloria Musni Cor-
onel,. 22, holds her two-year-old son, Pablo Fran.cisco coronel, as
she stands Up in court in Manila. Mis. Coronet is opposing a suit
filed by her Catholic priest-husband to annul their mirriage. The
Rev. Hermohenes Coronet testified' that her tallier and other
relatives "persuaded" him to submit to marriage bfore a justice
of peace in 1948. Mrs. Conorel testified last week that Father
Coronel donned civilian clothes and voluntarily entered into the
wedding-ceremony. The prieit denies parenity of the child. (AP
Wirephoto) ;
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County Agent's
Column
By It. A. Mabry
The past year wildfire was des-
tructive in some plant beds and
fields in several areas in Cald-
well county and, following top-
ping and suckering, blackfire,
caused by the wildfire and angu-
lar leafspot organisms, destroyed
much tobacco.
These bacterial diseases May be
completely controlled in the plant
bed by two applications of blue-
stone-lime mixture applied when
the plants are just established in
the bed and producing.the first
true leaves and again ten days
later. Apply early or the treat-
ment will be of little benefit af-
ter the crop is set in the field.
In a wet season, apply at the rec-
ogpmended time When. it.)8 not
rtitting.
Fill a clean 50-ga1frin barrel or
oil drum three-fourths full of wat-
er an trinn4hau..a.-eliatja.„In one
contaitier thoroughly m i x 4
pounds of commercial hydrated
lime in 3 or 4 gallons of strained
water. Hydrated lime is the pow-
dered lime in paper sacks com-
monly sold by lumber dealers.
In a separate container, prefer-
ably a wooden bucket or crock,
dissolve three pounds of powder-
ed bluestone in about four gallons
of water. If powdered bluestone,
which dissolves readily, is not
available, beat the crystals into a
fine powder before trying to dis-
solve them.
Pour the 'lime paste into the
planes seeded clouds over Mc-
Cook Field, Dayton, Ohio. They
are said to have produced a small
shower.
Since dry ice has worked, all
that seems necessary now is
enough clouds of the .right -kind
and enough ice.
AVE MONE
Don't Dig Up That
topped Sewer Line
USE
KING OF ALL
DON'T PUMP OUT
That Dead Septic
Tank. CLEAN IT
THE FAST EASY
WAY...
Septic Tank and
SEWER LINE
KLEENER
emoves TREE ROOTS from sewer
lines. No more expensive, messy
ging up tanks, sewei linqs and traps!
tores Bacterial Action in Dead Septic
Tanks.
14,TEY BACK GUARANTEE
a' Telephone
B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
Princeton, Ky. Phone 314r
Law Requires Part
Time Workers To Have
Social Security Card
representative of the Padu-
cah Social Security office is at the
princetun postoffice at 1 p. m.
on the third Thursday of each
month to assist anybody who calls
on him, Jack R. Rucker, manag-
er, announces.
Mr. Rucker also said, that fre-
quently people who work on jobs
for only a short time think they
do not need social security num-
bers. However, he pointed out
that the length of employment is
suit a deciding factor. 'Those who
work in industry or trade or the
principal occupations covered by
social security, must have an ac-
count number card and pay the
social security tax, even if they
work as little as an hour or two,"
he stated.
According to the manager, once
a social security number is as-
signed, a person retains his same
number throughout his lifetime.
His social security number is the
key to his Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance account on which
monthly benefits are based when
he retires after age 65, or be-
come payable to his survivors
should he die before that time.
No charge is made for account
number cards or for assisting re-
tired workers or survivors of de-
ceased workers in making appli-
cation for social security bene-
fits, he added.
barrel of water and stir vigorous-
ly,' at the same time adding the
bluestone solution slowly. Add
enough water to make 50 gal-
lons.
Stir the mixture each time the
vrinkling can is filled. The wat-
er, barrel, and other containers
should be free from bits of mater-
ial which will clog the nozzle of
the sprinkler. The nozzle should
be easily removable for cleaning.
Dry Bordeaux mixture is not
-reeom mended.
The mixture is applied to the
out-removing the cotton
cover. An ordinary' 10-quart
sprinkling can is used. Logs or
boards used to f r a me the bed
should also be sprinkled. A 50-
gallon contained of the miriure
will treat 200 square yards, or 66
linear yards of bed 9 feet wide.
or 50 linear yards of bed 12 feet
wide. This is at the rate of I
quart per square yard.
Bluestone-lime .does not injure
plants so do not attempt to wash
it off t ler applying. Do not mix
nitrate of soda with the bluestone-
Thne.
Ky. Farm News
Tests of samples of soils from
farms along the Ohio river in
Brackei4 county showed insuffi-
cient .phoitphate to grow good to-
ace°.
In the pest two years, several
hundred farmers in Bourbon
county have had soil tested, rep-
resenting approximately 15,000
-acres.
. The lbw-cost pole barn of A. H.
Dillon in Fleming county aroused
considerable interest among farm
erg planning to build barns.
Knott county 4-H club mem-
bers .and leaders ordered 10,000
Tennessee Beauty strawberry
plants for March delivery.
John M. Tolliver of Letcher
county ordered 6,000 loblolly
pines after setting put 2,000 last
year.
The 1949 tobacco crop in Magof-
fin county sold, for an estimated
$700,000.
Sixty-four 4-FI club members
in McCreary County applied for
baby chicks through the plan
sponsorde by the Stearns men'A
club,
' In Franklin county, where
sheep prOduction has declined in
10 years from 20,000 ewes to 5,000.
a county sheep association has
been formed.
Ten thousand gladiola bulbs
were ordered cooperatively by
,Shelby county homemakers.
The annual sale of dog tags in
Grant county has increased from
200 to more than 1,300.
A sewing machine for the use
of 4-H club girls has been bought
by tin Red House Parent Teach-
e r s 'Association in Madison
county.
Approximately 95 per cent of
the farmers in Rowan county are
usingeadapted hybrid corn seed.
Logan county homemakers
have learned to wire kerosene
lamps for electricity and to make
simple electrical repaQ.
HEREFORD
AUCTION
45 —HEAD— 45
READY-FOR-SERVICE
BULLS
OPEN AND BRED
HEIFERS
Tho boat s•loction over
offered. Bloodinos from the
, Nation's best herds. Show
Carib, - - - Ilroodhsq Cattle
• 
- FARMER .PULLS.
TUESDAY, APRIL 11
Show 9:30 a.m.. Salts 1 p.m.
, Tattersall& — Lindnaloa
Writ, Fat Catalog To...
KENTUCKY
HEREFORD ASSOCIATION
P. O. $ost 19110
ts,<'"?r, LOBBYISTS 'REGULATED
Chicago -- (AP) — Lobbyleta
now are regulated in 38 states.
This was brought out in a survey
made for the 1950-51 Book of the
States, published by the Council
of State Governments. The study
showed: 
"Twenty-nine stoles providelor
the registration of all Compensat-
ed legislative agents snd counsels.
In nine others, regulatory laws
are limited to inproper lobbying
practices. Seventeen of the states
requiring registration also require
that lobbyists file statements of
expenses paid, incurred or prom-
ised in connection with promo-
tion of legislation."
All stateS have laws in force
against offering o r receiving'
bribes.
)
s•;„
ti IN IMPALEMENT. IN ZCK:, e body of William G.
Kennedy, 26-year-old polSieman, is kept from falling oul of wreck-
ed car by length of 2'i inch steel pipe on which he was impaled
in accident on Brooklyn's Belt Parkway in New York. The pipe,
five feet lung, a support for parkway's fence, pierced his chest
when the car in which he and another off-duty policeman were
riding with a teen-age driver bounced off two Other cars and into
the fence. Other policeman, Angelo Liguori, 34, was critically
injured. ;Lois Travers, 19, the ,driver, suffered a scalp wound.
(AP Wirephoto)
HORN PLAYS FLUTE
Boulder, Colo. (AP) — Myron
Horn of Long Island, N. Y., plays
the flute in the University of Col-
orado band.
By screening out sunlight, the
water chestnut can kill the micro-
organisms on which many fish
feed.
St. Roch was most frequently
called upon among the Aaints 'to
relieve plague in Europe during
the MItidle Ages.
The first recorded quarantim
was set up in Venice during a
15th Century plague epidetnic.
DAWSON SPRINGS BATH HOUSE
Mineral Water Baths Liar
Malaria, Rheumatism, Neu-
ritis, Arthritis and Inflama-
tory Rheumatism.
H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.
Dawson Springs, Ky.
Poplar and Mann Sts.
PHONE 3941
10111•1••••••••••••••••,W.0.11104*/....114.811NOMM
OIONOMMINIONIMI
Route 62 - 169
uolgorwallonniusnOnni olio..M.• lllll mstmottteMOMP
Plague was regarded tiy many
In medieval Europe as a mani-
festation of divine wrath.
- -
ROBBERS GET BOOT
Chicago — (AP) — Two rob-
bers took $300 from a men's fur-
nishings store on the west side,
and presumably spli t it on a
Share-and-share alike basis. One
of them also got a pair of shoes
to boot.
Copper, coal a n d silver are
leading products of Utah mines.
WALKER HAS IT —
FIRST AID SUPPLIES and
SICK ROOM NEEDS
iVALKER'S DRUGS &
JEWELRY
Princeton, Ky..) Dial 3211
BEAUTIFUL • DECORATIVE
WALLPAPER
Se Per Roll and UpOver 900 PatternsCarried in Stock
Paste • Gibe • Tools • Cleaners
SANITAS VARLAR
Tape ' • Patching Plaster • Felt
Wall Rite
CORNETTEIS, GIFTS
Hopkinsville
fuss C HENRY J. TAYLOR. AOC Network, 
...ry Manley •vening.
Look how you save
with Dpoome
FIRST thing yo
u notice, of course,
is the bother and effort Dyna-
flow Drive* saves.
Next, that Dynaflow saves yen4 WI
.physlically—after long trips you're
less tense and tired, more relaxed.
But then, as the miles pile up—and
this comes from cold, recorded fact
after Dynaflow's two years of pub-
lic operation—you spot savings you
hadn't expected . . .
You save on tires—because power
epplication is steady, even. On
clutch expense—the usual friction
C utch is gone.
r'1  on save on transmission mainte--,nance, and ,the rear-axle expensesilikely to go with t. And the way
your engine is oil-cushioned against
normal shocks and strains shows
up in lesg engine upkeep.
• Standard on ITOADMASTER. optional as s
wim
- 
coat to, SUPER and SPHC/AL
Pill-WIT
FOIlleeNT
*so
Hos oho stets
ram. 121 nem. on
repel, earts 0001•11-
sr ben ere kWh
0Wpeoleerrelg6.. "Ionian
hems: lel 0000‘04
perking Otdi
Irs• ensign -
You may well discover another
pleasant surprise, too.
We are getting a steadily mounting
number of well-satisfied letters
about gasoline mileage with Dyne-
flow cars.
The SPECIAl, has shown some rec-
ords little short of phenomenal. The
SUPER is delivering mileage that
compares most favorably with gear-
shift cars. And the ROADmAsTER
more than' holds its own with cars
of its size and bulk.
in short, there's a lot more to
please your budget in the 1950
Dynaflow than its new lower price.
Refinements over the past two
years result in savings that are siz-
able over the life of the car.
Knowing that, don't you want us to
demonstrate the big side of Dyna-
flow — the utter smoothness of
America's first oil-does-it-all drive?
Only Buick has DreallegeA-.•
and with it goes: NIGHER.
COMPRESSION fireball sols•-in•hitad power in
three •ngines (New F-263 engin• in SUPER wad.!,)
• NEW-PATTERN STYLING, with MULTI-GUARD
forefront, toper-through fenders, "double bubble"
toilligits • WIDE-ANGLE VISIIILITY, dos• up
road riow both forward and bock • TRAFFIC-
HANDY SIZE, lots or*, all length for easier park-
ing and garaging, short turning radius • EXTRA-
WIDE SEATS cradled Isistweben the axles • SOFT
BUICK RIDE, frorn all-coil springing, Safiety•Rid•
rifflt, low pr•ssur• tir•s, ridst•st•oclying torqu•-tub•
• WIDE ARRAY OF MODELS with Lady by Flaw.
Matchless Teens
— DYNA FLOW
and F-263
In the Buick beauty pictured
her• you con hare both
Dynaflow and Fluick's very
latest in power. For every
1950 SUPER hos th• F-263 engine, that lively high-
corepr•stion stepper that's the big power thrill of
the season. Dynoflow Drive is optional equipment
at e•tra cost.
Iletilleelte TOWN salts 11111161C
Phone your aurcx dealer los • demonstration-14M Now!
PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
DawuSn Rd. Phone 2408
East Main St.
114d9uk. Rewear
ga
a
Vibes Ifietarr arriasimithor are bane SIMI will Ar
ai thian
(;•;;;`,
Virgil Smith
oriicES
Fredonia Marion
Tel. 9 • Tel. 69
Established 1907
sheer sheer sure sure tonic for spring
...dainty, pretty, very persuasive
new Jantten girdles and panty-girdles
in the lightest elastic-powered nylon
Lena wish nylon taffeta panels and
light Talon fasteners.. .you'll find
them In pink as well as white—
girdles 6.50 and 730, panty-girdles
with Jankrenaexelusive tabs for holding
Kleenex tissuus 8.50.
R100411:191tk
Pvidootals
Guests this week of Mrs. Hugh
Goodwin, Hopkinsville street, are
her mother, Mrs. W. B. Brooks
,
of Sturgis, and her sister, Mrs. D.
F. Nisbet of Louisville.
Me. and Mrs. G. W. McConnell,
Louisville, spent last weekend
with their. parents, Mr. and Mrs.
R. A. McConpell, Eddyville 'road,
and Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Mason,
Eddyville. Mr. McConnell return-
ed to Louisville, while Mrs. Mc-
Connell -remained for a longer
Mr. W. R. Jenkins has returned
from Jennie aStuart Hospital,
Hopkinsvillesafter a major oper-
ation.
Mrs. Ann Hailers and Mrs. Le-
ona Waite, Chicago, were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bis-
hop, Hopkinsville street. Mrs.
Waite is Mrs. Bishop's aunt.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Williams
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilson
were in HopkinsVille Saturday.
Mrs: Tom Jones, McNary street,
spent lAst weekend in Louisville
with-her brother, Mr. Carl Phelps,
and Mrs. Phelps.
Mrs. .H. W. Blades, Sr., Wash-
ington street, is reported' to be im-
proved after an attack of influ-
enza.
Mr. Charles B. Curcio, of Shel-
by, Miss., visited Miss Dorothy
Ann Davis here Tuesday enroute
to Poplar Bluff and Sikeston,
Mo., where he will be employed.
He is a U. S. government cotton
inspector.
Col. and Mrs. R. L. Putman,
Atlanta, Ga., will arrive Friday,
April 14. for a visit with her
parents,Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Tay-
lor, Highland avenue.
Mrs. H. W. Nichols and Mr. M.
L. Orange spent last weekend in
Memphis, Te__ nn., where they vis-
ited Mr. arid-Taf ri7VITOI -Offilift
and son, Charles Elliot.
Mesdames Owen Ingram and
Shell Smith and the Rev. and
Mrs. Floyd A. Loperfido and son,
Tommy, were in Madisonville
Friday where Rev. Loperfido con-
ducted services at Trinity Epis-
copal Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Granstaff
and Mrs. W. L. Grashaff spent
several days last week with Mr.
and Mrs. L. B. Jennings at Frank-
fort.
Mrs. R. H. Mizell left Tuesday
morning•for Paris, Ky., where she
will visit relatives until Friday,
after which she Will g6 tj High-
land Falls, N. Y., to visit her
daughter, Mrs. Gerald Winters,
and Mr. Winters.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Gary, Hop-
kinsville, spent Sunday with their
daughter, Mrs. Richard Morgan,
and family. They attended the
christening of their little grand-
son, Robert Gary, at the Central
Presbyterian Church.i.es,
Mesdames GracearS
W. C. Sparks and Iley MeGbugh
were luncheon guests of Mi4i. Bob
Estill in Mexico Monday.
Russell Eugene Croft, Jr., stu-
dent at Western State College,
Bowling Green, spent last week-
end with his mother. Mrs. I. N.
jantzen 714gical
nylonimi
elastisized
contour crepe!
QoIdøwmei!t
'Princeton's Finest DeptZtore"
Pa at Six
Have Faltered
If I have faltered more or less '
In my great task of happiness:
If I have moved among my race
And shown no glorious morn-
ing face:
If beams from happy human
eyes
Have moved me not: it morning
skies,
Books and my food, and sum-
mer rain,
Knocked on my sullen heart in
vain:
Lord, Thy most panted pleas-.
' sire take
And stab my spirit broad awake.
• —Robert Louis Stevenson
Mts. Shrewsbury Hostess
To Bridge Club
Mrs. Jim Shrewsbury was host-
ess to members of the Tuesday Af-
ternoon Bridge Club at her home
on S. Jefferson street this week.
Present were Mesdames Jim
Walker, Billy McElroy, Billy
Hodge, Billy Giannini, C. H. Jag-
gers, Richard Morgan, Hewlett
Morgan and John S. Hutcheson,
Jr.
Mrs. Walker won high score
price. .
The hostess served a dessert
course.
Cadet Bob Mason, student at
Castle Heights Military Academy,
Lebanon, Tenn., will spent this
weekend with his mother, Mrs.
Mary M. Mason, and other rela-
jives.
•
Leader Congratulates
Mr.. and Mrs. Isaac McCormick,
Cobb, 'Route 1, on the birth of a
daughter, Patricia Ann, March 28.
• • _ .
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Louard
Coleman, 102 Madisonville street,
on the birth of a daughter, San-
dra Jeanette.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Leo Dav-
is, Route 3, on the birth of a
daughter, March 26. She has belt
named Linda Kay.
• • •
•
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Vinson
Murphy, 103 McNary street, on
the birth of a daughter, Vicky
Nell, March 26.
' Mr. and Mrs. Julian Glenn.
Forsythe, Eddyville Route 1, on
the birth of a daughter, Brenda
Joyce, March 27.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Martin
Haby, Jr., Route 3, on the birth
of a daughter, Patricia Ann,
March 26.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joiner, Jr.,
N. Darby street, on the birth of
3 daughter, Mary Louise, .at
Princeton Hospital March 31.
Mrs. Joiner is the former Dottie
Jane Mason.
Mrs. J. B. Holloway, Lexington,
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
kurnsey Taylor, Locust street, last
week: Spending last weekend in
the Taylor home were Messrs. J.
L. Clore, William Hoe, Hobart
Reams and Earl Griffith, all of
Middlesboro.
Season to Season
Home Beauty
-
It's wonderfully easy
to achieve the decora-
tive effect you strive
for — with. wallpapers
selected from our
wide, tasteful assort-
ment. Cpme see our
budget-priced group
now!
FROM 121/2c A ROLL
STEGER LUMBER CO.
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Russell Woodall
Associates
Sis Baker Roberta Wheeler
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Paid
Z, A Woodall
t Princeton
Tel. 2441
4.
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CENSUS TAKERS TAKE TO HORSES:. 
These two, census tak-
ers, Chester Tres, (left) and Gene Tress, (right), 
mounted horses
at Lula, Okla., to do their counting. They wil
l work the south-
eastern tip of Pontotoc county, a lowland 
area cut by several
streams where horses can travel easier than cars. 
(AP Wirephoto)
School Menus For
East Side Pupils
The East Side School lunch-
room will be open Monday and
Tuesday only next week due to
the dismissal of school during
the K. E. A. Convention at Louis-
ville, it is announced. The follow-
ing meals will be served April
10 and April 11.
Monday •
Fried salmon, blackeyed peas,
hominy, lettuce salad, Milk, but-
ter and bread.
Tuesday
Lunch meat and cheese, sand-
wiches, potato strips, apple pie
and ice cream, milk, butter and
bread.
 
 
•
Croft, and sister, Miss Carolyn
Croft, Highland avenue.
William Paul Martin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Martin, Route
2, was christened at the Central
est:islet-tan Church Palm Sun-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Speck and
son, Victor, Jr., of Nashville,
.Tenn:, spent last weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Ed-
dyvilte road.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby and
Mr. Gordon Lisanby left Wednes-
day morning for Louisville where
the Messrs. Lisanbys will attend
the State Bar Association meet-
ing being held at the Kentucky
Hotel.
Mrs. C. M. Howard of Akron,
Ohio, will arrive Friday night to
spent Easter with Mrs. F. A. How-
ard and Mr. and Mrs. /. L. Groo
and family, North Harrison str
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Kirk, P u-
cah, spent last weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Groom.
Mrs. Kirk is spending the week
here while her husband is on
business at Fulton.
Mrs. John Earl Sims and
daughters, Jeri and Joan, of at-
lanta, Ga., are visiting her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. ,Hylo Mohon,
Dawson road. Mr. Sims expects
to arrive here Sunday, via plane.
-Twyman Boren, student at
Western State College, Bowling
Green, spent last weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Boren, Eagle street.
in 1777, a Rhode Islander, Jere-
-IA Wilkinson, invented a ma-
:ne that could cut nails out of
,heet of cold metal.
Radar can be used to detect
.orms heading toward an area.
several, hours in advance.
The Prettiest Girl
In The Easter Parade
By Betty Clarke •
Even the thriftiest family will
try to eke enough out Of the bud-
get so that each member of, the
family can have something slew
for •Easter. The girls- usually .will
angle for an Easter bonnet and
the boys for a' new, tie and per-
haps even a new suit.
In some households it just isn't1
possible to part with a sou for
Easter raiment. But why let that
upset your plans for a lovely
Easter? Very often last year's en-
sembles can be put back in shape
with new buttons or a touch of
crisp whiteness to look better than
ever.
One smart innovation this year
is the flower worn at the neck-
line. A small white collar worn
on last year's suit, with a rose or
a bunch of violets pinned to it
just below the chin will make
you look dainty, and demure.
Match a violet fragrance to your-
neckline bouquet far—an—extra
•
You can be beautifully groomed
on Easter in last Spring's "best
and only" itiou will clean, shine
and mend your outfit. Put n,ew
buttons on your suit if they are
needed, shine up your shoes, put
that touch of white at your neck-
line and you'll be all set.
Make sure the flowers on your
bonnet are fresh. If you must wear
last year's hat, the flowers
should look garden fresh, the rib-
bonrnew and worn veiling should
be replaced, with new crisp mesh.
Sometimes a new blouse, gloves
or handbag can dress up dated
wearable!. These usually can be
purchased out of coffee-jar sav-
ings and can do much toward
improving your outlook on life on
Easter morn.
Henderson-Union Co-op
Granted Rate Increase
A rate increase estimated to
yield $31,200 a year for the Hen-
derson-Union Rural Electric Co-
operative was put in. effect Wed-
'nesday. The Public Service Com-
mission announced approval of
the increase Monday.
More than half of the revenue
gain will home from a raise in
the minimum monthly charge
from $2.75 to $3.
Henderson-Union h a s about
5.500 customers in Caldwell, Un-
ion, Webster, Crittenden,„Hen-
derson, Hopkins, and Lyon coun-
ties.
•
IF
you trade here, you'll have nothing
to fear; we have low prices every
day in the year.
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, 1 lb. tin  75c
SELECT COBBLERS, bag  $2.89
ONION SETS, 3 lbs.  25c
PURE LARD, lb 10c, 50 lb. can  $4.89
SARDINES, tall can 2 for  2.5c
GRAHAM CRACKERS, malted, 1 lb. box 25c
PEABERRY COFFEE, lb  49c
SUPER SUDS, lg. berx *kr  21c
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, lb.  15c
CANDY, 3 bars 10c, box  80c
Gum, 3 pkgs. 101c, box  59c
PUREX, quart  15c
CLOVERLEAF Die( MILK, xes  25c
ASPIRIN, 100 in 13Ottle, eat  19c
OLEO, Del Grade, lb.   19c
QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepardson St. Dial 2611
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At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
eGeo W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
,....WOrship Service at 11:00 
a m.
CYF meets at 6:06 p.
Sunday
' Evening Worship at 
7:30.
'Chair Rehearsal each We
dnes-
day at 7:00 p. m.
Thursda , A • ril 6,
,asawassisimmesaawsessimewee,
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST Tom Simmons Addrestin
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is 
pastor.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pas
tor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a: m. Sunday School .
1040 a. m. Morning Service
5:45 p. to. Training Union
.7-p0 p. sin Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:15 p. m. ,
STA PAUL'S CATHOLIC. .
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EA
RL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays.
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays.
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock '
Rev. Wjlliam Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST -
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 p. m.
"RC Makes You
Feel Like New!"
Yes, and beet-testing RC is
super-delicious with this recipe
for spring parties —
SLICE HEAT
frankfurters in spice
into small barbecue
disks sauce
.SERVE
frankfurter bits and sauce on
large potato chips
Drink Royal Crown Cola
4
Sunday Schoe1-10 a. ma
Preaching-11 a. m.
Trainin4 Unlon-11 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesd
ay,
m.
I.
-
Old Madisonville Road, Re
v
E Cunningham. pastor
Sunday School 9:45 cm
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 
6:00
p.m
evangelistic Service 7.30 p.m
Wednesday evening prays
service 7:00 p.m.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev, H. C. Knight, pastor.
Preaching services every sec-
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Thurs-
day night at 7 p. m.
Sunday school every 'Sunday
morning at 9:45 a. rt.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p.' m. •
Prayer meeting_every Wednes-
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Give her the stocking she would choose
herself —lovely, long-wearing Humming
Bird 51! The tremendous demand made
them "America's Most Called-For Stockings."
It also lowered the price to a thrifty 1.35! Humming
Birds combine greatest value, highest quality, perfec-
doe of fit and workmanship, with the beauty every woman wants!
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Mr. Harold P'Pool were impos-
sible to reach with the heavy
equipment necessary to move
them.:The moving and planting of
trees were in charge of Mr. James
Mashburn, of the Arnold Ligon
Tuck Lines. A traxcavator from
the Cedar Bluff Stone Co., and
a wrecker from Rowland Mo or
Co., loaded and planted the trees.
The Princeton Lumber Co. provid-
ed a foreman for the day, and
Mr. Alton Templeton supervised
the balling and wrapping of the
trees.,
Other help eanie from the
Princeton Mills and Steger Lum-
ber Co., all of which was pro-
vided at no cost to the club and
made possible the success of the
project, which will be completed
this week by a mass planting of
Farm And Home Group
Holds Final Meeting
Final meeting of the Kentucky
Farm and Home Development
group was held Thursday, March
16, in the Christian Church base-
ment with Merry Young, field
agent in arm tranigemenVals-
cussing long time farming goals,
R. A. Mabry, county agent, an-
nounced.
After the discussion, the group
visited the farm and home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ramey Johnston and
heard them explain their plans
for farm and home improvements.
Home Agent Wilma Vandiver
stated that the group also voted
to organize and meet at intervals
to check on progress which they
may make. Officers elected in-
cluded W. K. Crawford, chair-
man; R. N. Williams, vice chair-
man, and Mrs. J. A: Hemingway,
secretary. H. W. Whittenburg and
Miss Leone Gillett, assistant lead-
ers of the Extension Division,
University of Kentucky were
guests at the meeting.
4dvisory Council
Poison your rats in April, urged
Mrs. Annie D. McElroy at the
Caldwell County Homemakers
Council when that group met in
the Circuit court room March 29.
The day set for all homemakers
to begin the campaign for the
extermination of the rats was
April 6. Mrs. McElroy said that
rats require both food and shel-
ter, and they cannot exist where
either 1,s lacking. A clean-up pro-
gram, ratproofing building, and a
poisen campaign is Slight in cost
when compared with the loss
caused by rats, she stated.
Mrs. Homer Mitchell gave a
membership report and Mrs.
Floyd Lewis presented the recre-
ational report. Miss Leone
aisistant state leader, dis-
cussed the long time program and
instructed- presidents to bring
back to the summer council re-
quest for les.so • o be given by
specialist and t for the next
year.
. --
Those .prese were Mrs. Hugh
Yates, Mrs. H er Mitchell, Mrs.
Floyd Jones,. . Claude McCon-
nell, Mrs. A. 'D. McElrOy„-IVIrs.
Floyd Lewis, Mrs. Denny Cash,
Mrs. Floyd Dunbar, Mrs. Opal
Rice, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs.
J. Wilbern Crowe, Mrs. Will
Henry, Pool, Mrs 0.. M. Bryant,
Mrs. K. T. Vick, Mrs. Frank
Burchett, Mrs. J. M. Tichenor,
Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, Mrs. How-
ard Pickering, Mrs. L. B. Sims,
and Mrs. Will Sigler.
roses. This will be under the su-
pervision of A. M. Harvill, who
has also contributed his time and
workmen.
The financing of the beautifica-
tion project is being taken care of
by the Rose and Garden Club
with gifts from the Gradatim and
Booklovers Clubs, Mrs. William
S. Rice and other private dona-
tions.
English auto manufacturers are
again experimenting with steam
cars in hopes of cutting gasoline
imports.
Egypt was once one of the first
Christian countries, but is people
are now predomimmtly Moslem,
TRADE MARK
THE MIRACLE-LUSTRE ENAMEL THAT
LOOKS AND WASHES LIKE BAKE!) ENAMEL
Flows on freely, leaves no brushtnarks.
Dries in 3 to 4 hours leaving your walls
and woodwork smooth and lustrous. As
easy to wash as your refrigerator! Quarts
and gallons in 10 lovely colors; pints in
Seay-white only.
HY YOU'LL PREFER
EM-GLO
M-GLO's plastic-smooth surface resists
ns, smudges, scuffing ... withstands hot
ase, boiling water. Can be washed
ndreds of times without losing its lus-
s beauty.
SAVE 4T4 WITH THIS COUPON! ZaVAMSSII
// SPECIAL lit TRY•A•PINT" OFFER
.Gm) STAY-WH!TE
TIMM MARK
Sting this coupon) in for your pint of Stay-White
st 981.411y it on kitchen, parch or playroom furni-
ture, window sills, doors. See for yourself how 9 PINT
1011441.0.soombines beauty with derabillts. A pint
40.11•1110111100111.11111.16 Ns Om Mt
OIHR %DOD UNTIL MAT 37, 195U
Wodd Health Day Will
Be Obesrved Here And
At Fredonia April 7
An interview program on health
needs and accomplishments will
be broadcast at 8:30 a. m. Friday,
observance of World Health Day.
Participants on the program will
be Dr. W. L. Cash and Mrs.' Ar-
ney T. Rawla, both of the local
Health Department.
The day of the" bran-Weak marks
the entry into force of the World
-Health Organization Codstilution,
according to Dr. Cash. Theme
suggested for observance of the
day this year i; "Know Your Own
Health Service," Cash added.
Also, according to the health di-
rector. World Ilealth Day will be
marked at Fredonia with the
showing of two motion pictured
to school children at the Fredonia
school auditorium. One film is en-
titled, ''Your Teeth," while the
other is called, "Food and Nu-
trition." This program will be
presented by Mrs. Kitty Quester-
mous, teacher at Fredonia and
president of the Association for
Childhood Education, with Mrs.
Marvin Sigler, teacher at Lewis-
town, supervising.
• Faster Sunrise Service
',Scheduled At Kentucky
Lake State Park
Easter Sunday will be observed
at Kentucky Lake State Park
with a sunrise service sponsored
by the Eggner's Ferry Bridge
Area Association.
The association, in cooperation
with state officials, plan to hold
such a service annually. Every ef-
fort is being made to make this,
the first service of its kind in the
area, a worthy contribution to the
moral and religious life of the
Kentucky Lake region, it was
said.
A rugged cross is being con-
structed by a local minister, a
quartet from Mayfield will sing
and • a program of sacred music
will be offered, by the military
band of 011 mvp Campbell. The
Eastec 4on will be presented
jay, tin lox. Carl Stanley, at
chaplain of Camp eampbell.
Kentucky Lake State Park is
located near Eggner's Ferry
Bridge at-the junction of U.S. 68
and Kentucky 94.
District Scouters To
Meet Here April 18
Plans to organize a new Boy
Scout cub unit at Fredonia will
be discussed at a meeting of the
Three Rivers District, Boy Scouts
of America, here at 7:30 p. in.
Tuesday, April 18, at the lc U.
office,„,Grayson Harrelson, dis-
trict chlkirrean, annoueces.
Also, plans will be discussed for
a court of honor to be held here
April 20 at Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church and scouting,
activities for a camporee on Ken-
tucky Lake this summer will be
considered by the group.
Mr. Harrelson also said that
scoutmasters serving troops in the
Three Rivers District are invited
to attend the meeting and /5strki-
cipate in a round table discussion
— —
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Deaths & Funerals
William Gar4 Holt
Funeral services for William
Garl Holt, 65, who died at his
home on Aaldlick road Saturday
after a three-year: illneas, Were
con ucted at Morgan 's Funeral
Home Monday at ,2:30 p. m. by
the Rev. Ray Wigginton, of Fre-
donia, assisted by the Rev. J. F.
Callender.
Mr. Holt was a member of the
Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church and Mail two and a half
years ago was employed in De-
troit, Mich., with the Ford Motor
Co.
Survivors are his wife, the for-
mer Eula Leech; a son and four
daughters by a former marriage:
Fred Holt, Detroit, Mich.; Mrs.
Lillian Roberts, Mrs. Dorothy
Westbrook and Mrs. Helen Bie-
ture, all of Knoxville, Tenn.; a
sister, M r s. William Nelson,
Knoxville, Tenn., and. two broth-,
era, Elmer. Knoxville, Tenn., and
Marion, Enterprise, Oregon
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cern-
etery.
John Jacob Astor made his for-
tune on beaver skins. ,.
. . . a perfect getting for your
pretty foot is this black elk
offside sandal. The work of
master craftsmen to give you
a pattern as intricate as old
LAST MINUTE
Reminders For Easter!
• Silk and Wool Ties
by Wemberly and
'Botany
• Corduroy Jackets
All with the emphasis
on quality, tailoring
and good looks.
Presenting our New Spring Suit Collaction of
Fine Gabardines and Sharkskins - in a wide color
and pattern choice.
Pupils Make Nut Cups
For Outwood Hospital
The sixth grade class of Mrs.
Flora Creekmur, teacher and
Junior Red Cross sponsor, recent-
ly made and sent 975 nut cups to
patients at Outwood Hospital, it
is ennouneed. This was an Easter
project.
The cups, which were attrac-
tively designed in pastel spring
colors, are to be used with candy'
which is to be given by the Amer-
ican Red Cross.
The school pupils also-are mak-
ing an album, their second, to be
sent to a foreign Country.
• • • PENNEY'S THRIFTY
EASTER STORE IS
READY WITH THE
SMARTEST STYLES IN TOWN!
Specially Chosen For Easter
Specially Purchased For Savings
- IN TOP STYLES AT:
Select your Easter Parade Frock from
these newest select fashions. Just re-
ceived from the finest dress manufactur-
ers in the country. Misses Sizes, Half
Sizes.
NEW TRIMS (Fruit, Flowers, Feathers)
NEW MATERIALS (Felts, Straws,
Rayons)
NEW STYLES:; (Come And See
JUST THINK OF IT!
Gabardine with tweed trim jackets
and matching solid color gabardine
pants.
Pa e Four
gee
•
Pa e Eight
Knute Rockne's Tutor
Runs A Cattle Ranch
Ashland, Kans. — Jesse C. Har-
per will tell you it's not bad be-
ing out of the limelight and big-
ting football—not bad It all if
you're successful in a new busi-
ness.
Harper, you'll remember, years
ago guided the football and ath-
letic fOrtunes of Notre Dame's
'fighting Irish, both as coach and
athletic director. He's the man
who helped give the great Knute
Rcickne his start.
•Now he's running a 20,300-acre
cattle ranch near here and find-
ing it "a very interesting and a
very independent DO."
"You don't have downtown
quarterbacks to explain to," grins
the big 66-year-old man wh9
played a big part in making the
Fighting Irish nationally known.
Harper still keeps up an active
interest in football—as a specta-
tor. He tries to see a couple of
good games each year, but the
only one he got to last season was
the Notre Datrie-.Southern Who-
dist thriller. And that, he says,
"was one of the best I have ever
seen."
He conceded today's game is
improved and more interesting
than the brand played when he
was a coach.
"I think it is far advanced," he
says. "More boys get to play. The
high scoring is interesting to
players and spectators.
—sThe-tsvo-platoon system is fine
when schools of the same size
are playing each other. It elim-
inates a small school taking on a
large one. But it would have been
Army in 1913. We took only 18
players on that trip."
It wap back IC 1919 that Har-
per went to Notre Dame as coach
of all sports, athletic director,
schedule maker and trainer. Be-
fore that he coached at Alma
(Mich.) College and Wabash
(Ind.) College.
The captain of the football
team his first year at Notre Dame
was a youngster who later was to
gain renown as the coaching wiz-
ard of the Fighting Irish—Knute
Rockne.
Harper remained with *he Irish
five years. Rockne was his as-
sistant eoach from 1914 to 1917.
/n the spring of 1918 Harper
left Notre Dame to take charge
of the ranch east of here.
Rockne stepped into the coach-
ing job—a case of a student tak-
ing the place of the teacher. And
there's an interesting story be-
hind that, told by Harper him-
self.
In an interview several years
ago, Harper told .a reporter that
when Notre Dame officials asked
him if he had anyone in mind for
the job, he recommended Rockne.
He said he had promised it to
Rockne.
"Rock has had several offers to
leave Notre Dame and I've held
him here bn the promise that he
would have my job when I left,"
Harper argued.
Rockne got the job, and kept
it until he was killed in a plane
crash at Bazaar, Kans., in 1931.
The wheel of fates pun again
after Rockne's death. Harper was
tough to use it when we played called back to Notre Dame as
Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2063
DON'T WORRY OVER
"WHICH BILL TO PAY"—
PAY THEM ALL
THIS EASER WAY! mama),
-;11
00-7-
YOU CAN BORROW the money from us to pay all
your bills in one lump sum. Then you'll have only ono place to
pay and only ono small payment to make each month.
PHONE OR COME IN and tell us how much you need.
Pt
Jrtiesituie FINANCE CORPORATION Of KY.
110 W. Market Street PHONE UM
Princeton, Ky. DAVID N. RIDEOUT, Mgr.
PRIKRON 10416.Mier
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T ID: eammates ru aver to aid Dorm ager e 0 i y o ege o
New York and Aaron Preece of Bradley es the. two lay stunned on Madison Square Garden flo
or after
crashing together in first half of final game in the NCAA championships last week in New 
York
City. Preece continued for the remaining three minutes of the half but•Mager, with a gash ove
r
his left eye which required five stitches, did not return until the second half. Bending over Mage
r
is' City College's Al Roth. The referee is Lott Eisenstein. The other players are Jim Kelly (34i
of Bradley and Ed Roman of City College. CCNY won 71 to 68. (AP Wirephoto)
Baptist -Make .Large
Gains In The South
Southern Baptistt gained 463
new churches last year. They now
have 27,285 churches and 6,761,-
265 members,' according to an an-
nouncement made by Porter
Routh, secretary of survey and
information for the denomination.
They baptized 334,892 new mem-
bers last year. This was 24,666
more than in 1948.
Net gain in church membership
for the year was 272,044. Sunday
school enrollment was up eiglat
per cent to 4,643,650. Training
Union enrollment was up 14.5 per
cent to 1,235,438. Woman's Mis-
sionary Union enrollment was up
10.1 per cent to 943,135. Brother-
hoot enrollment was up 19.4 per
cent to 142,412.
Southern Baptists built $97,772,-
047 worth of new church property
to bring total value to more than
one half billion dollars. They gave
$178,337,307 for the support of
their churches last year. This was
$22,762,803 more than in 1948.
Mission gifts last year were $31,-
316,818.
athletic director. He resigned in
1933 to devote his entire time to
his ranch.
Today, pipe-smoking Jesse Har-
per is content to remain on the
ranch which takes care of from
1,500 to 2,000 cattle a year. Active
managemtnt of the business is in
the hands of a son, Mell Harper.
Mr. and Mrs. Harper live in an
11-room ranch-style stone house,
with every modern convenience
they could have in town. Harper
takes an active interest in civi,
affairs and is credited with hav-
ing done much toward develop-
ment of good highways in his
county.
The Harpers have two other
children, Katherine and James.
MEMORIALS
for
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE
see
Henry & Henry
Phone 3284 Princeton, EY
Dollar for  Dollar A-
you can't beat a
Pox-rine
Chieftain De Lax* 4-0eer, Sir-Cylinder Sedan
(inclesalieg sidesaell tires and hoot, ening swards)'
AU that's Good and
Desirable In a Fine Car!
It's no wonder people agree so essay with the idea that
dollar/.s' dollar, you CAlei boat Pontiac/
Pontiac is the lowest-priced Straight Eight in America.
Pontiac is the lowest-priced car offering the wonderful con-
vented& of Ghlii Hydra-Matic Drive. Pontiac is famous the
world over lot its record on the road of real economy and
long life. And certainly not the least of Pontiac's virtues is
sts outstanding beauty — Pontiac is certainly the most
beautiful thing as wheelat
Mohair ladwoo Coops • • • • $1639&Amman« Seam Cerise . . . $1741Sod.n town, 
.....$1762$17gChieftain 2-0,.,Sedan 
..... 
_$174124
-Door &Won . . • $1792Chirdtoln 4-000, $edan 
..... 31813
*Mahan Ck• Lam* 4-0ow 1154155i Sj§44,20illarresal
All eseeirti isrireel heel:4e • lyr<pliederfewness Pserhoes Seraieht tJ46„h. any andel at MP 65.5•..Stair, ea/ Mr./ &yes, i/ ay, are 445$5...4,1•111 
aeresserks—esara Prase. lei.leo go cAarote seithert week*. Prices .-p,/r 55.75555551, 07=4144,,atir, dee ee
M.'& S.,MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
Princeton, Kentucky Phone 3163
Cat Owner Decides Road Contract Awarded
Pet Is Allergic
To All People
By Cynthia Lowry
It turns out that most of my
friends are aelurophobes.
I suppose that every cat owner
comes to the realization that the
world is full of people with a
morbid fear and dread of mem-
bers of the cat family, and it
doesn't seem to matter whether
the feline is a new-born kitten
or a hungry lion on the loose.
Therefore, it is with consider-
able pride and relish that I can
say that we are pretty certain our
cat, Toni, is an anthrophobe, a
word we invented for animals
allergic to people.
Toni, black and white and of
uncertain parentage, is under a
specialist's care, receiving daily
dosage of anti-histamine and be-
ing tested. We've been able to
eliminate food, face powder, wool,
dust and feathers. So it looks as
though the trouble with Toni is
people.
Before becoming an inadvert-
ent cat-owner, I took a clinical
interest in people who dreaded
cats. It was a bit of nuisince to
eat lunch with Jean because one
had to case a restaurant for cats
before she's enter. Stell is amus-
ing because she can't bear to look
at a magazine or newspaper pic-
ture of any member of the "cat
family. —
The lady across the street runs
into the house and locks the door
if any neighborhood cat crosses
within view, even when the cat
is mjpding his own business.
When we first were accepted by
Toni as her own, we started re-
ceiv in g preliminary telephone
calls from fraidy-cats who plan-
ned to drop in. On specific in-
structions we had to lock the cat
in the cellar or a bedroom before
our aelurophobe friends would
come calling.
It was all right for a short call,
but the most ghastly week-end we
ever put in was when a cat-hat-
ing friend spent a couple of days
with us. We spent all the time
making sure Toni was far out of
Our friend's sight. The friend was
as jumpy as a cat is supposed to
be. And Toni, with the knowledge
and perversity of her species,
wanted more than anything to
get at our guest, either to try to
charm or to tease him.
Finally we decided that it was
Toni or aelurophobes, and Toni
won.
However, last winter, Teni
started shedding her fine, long
coat. She looked very strange in-
deed and we tried any number
of remedies to cure her strange
ailment. When warm weather
came and she began spending
most of the days and nights chas-
ing mice and moles with consid-
erable success and birds with a
notable lack of it, all the hair
came back.
It happened again this winter,
so back to the vet's she went.
After a week's hospiltalization.
the diagnosis came back: allergy.
The vet advised a series of al-
lergy tests-40 tests for $25. She
wasn't allergic to a n y of the
items on that allergy list, and
now we are conducting our own
item-by-item experiments.
We are pretty certain now that
Toni is allergic to people. We
STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
thasszpest stomach treatments
pn the market today. It is made
up of four different medionzes.
One of the main ingredf$A is
belladonna.
We guarantee 'this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feel-
ing. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tab-
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD USCG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.
In Caldwell County
Award of contracts totaling
$1,162,477 and providing for 118
miles of rural secondary highway
improvements was announced this
week by Rural Highway Com-
missioner Emerson Beauchamp.
The work, financed from state
gasoline tax revenue, included
24 projects in 23 counties.
Among the conrtacts, all call-
ing for reconstruction and traffic
bound surfacing, was one for
Caldwell- county:
Creswell-Enon-Fredonia road
from KY. 91 in Fredonia to le/Y.
139, 11.3 miles; Mott de Black-
burn Co., Mexico, Ky., $73,-
836.98.
don't hold her on our laps any
more, and we don't even stroke
her new grown crop of fur. We
explain the situation to cat-lov-
ing people by telling them about
the pigeon that was people-toed
and the frog with a man in his
throat, both very old jokes.
However, having an anthro-
phobe in the family is a very un-
handy business, particularly as
Toni's allergy isn't directed par-
ticularly against people who fear
her. The discouraging part is that
she's just as allergic to us, her
family, as she is to the lady
across the street.
Sea slugs have about the same l
nutritional value as oysters.
College Develops An
Expandable Farm House
A house plan for farm families
has been designed by the College
of Agriculture and Hoitie &imam-
nl r if of 'Kentucky, in
connection wit a proliellri a
housing. The plan, which, is cal-
led the "Kentucky Expandable
House, may be expanded from a
four-room, one story house with
or without basement to a six-
room, one and a half story house
with two bedrooms upstairs.
The overall dimensions of the
house are 34 by 30 feet or 32 by
28 feet. The plan includes a liv-
ingroom, combined kitchen and
dinintroom, two of four bed-
rooms, bath and work porch. If
the family prefers a one-story
house, provision is made for add-
ing one or two, extra bedrooms on
the ground floor.
Prof J. B. Kelley, head of the
agricultural engineering section,
said the house provides for all
the requirements of good living
on the farm, including ample
sleeping quarters and adequate
storage and work space.
Plans for this house may be or-
dered from the 'agricultural en-
gineering section of the college at
Lexington. Seventeen other farm
house plans may also be ordered
from the college.
Test A Leader Classified Ad!
Fescue And Ladino .
Yield Good Return
Archie Jewell of the Hors.
Cave community in Lfart count'
figure,' that he made at least
$2.52 last year from a 14-acre
-et sfesasse-atud
This is the way he reported it 10
Farm Agent Free W. Wallace. He
sold 7,000 pounds of fescue seed at
25 cents a pound, and 304 pounds
of cleaned Ladino clover seed at
$1.75 cents a pound, making a
total of $2,232. Then he estimated
the value of 450 bales of thresh-
ed clover straw fed to the live-
stock at $50, and the value of the
pasture at $200. Thus the 14-acre
field brought him an average of
$180 an acre.
Kabul, the capital of Afghanis-
tan, recently paved its streets for
the first time.
Wm. M. YOUNG1
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, .Ky
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luted to the color of weak tea. It
is particularly handy for feeding
plane in mid-summer or where
quick feeding is indicated. If you
have enough of it, there's noth-
ing better for trees as well as
flowers and vegetables.
Wood ashes, bonemeal, super-
phosphate—all these are fertili-
zers, too, to be used where and
as needed in the job of giving
plant food to sterile earth or re
'punishing the supplies absorbed
by growing things. But none of
them should be used thoughtless-
ly or even too often. You'd ney.
er dig in wood-ashes around acid-
loving plants or scatter it on
lawns, for instance.
Lime is a soil conditioner —
good for sandy .soil as swell as
clay—and is an important tool
of the gardener. It will sweeten
sour soil, make a too-rich soil
better, but it is rare earth indeed
which requires an annual dosage.
Commercial fertilizers are the
ones with the numerical legends
traced on the bags, 5-10-5, 2-6-4
and such. These magic figures
merely. represent the proportions
of nitrogen, phosphorus and pot-
ash contained in the compound.
They are necessary abjuncts to
every garden—but they are sup-
plementary aids. They are safe
and easy to use but they are more
like shots-in-the
-arm, not long
term soil improvers.
Peat moss, like lime, is not a
fertilizer. There's no plant food
In it, but it's a wonderful soil
ingredient to lighten and aerate
heavy soil.
Bonemeal is a wonderful plant
food. It's expensive--when com-
pared to lime, for instance—but
its advantages when mixed into
the garden is that it dissolves
slowly and does a long-term en-
riching job.
!Homemakers Study
Better Management
Hundreds of Kentucky home-
makers have made their daily
-easier the past year
of improved kitchens, planned
storage space, better laundry
equipment or arrangement, use of
electricity and better housekeep-
ing methods generally. About 25,-
372 farm families adopted one or
more suggestions as given in
leaders training schools in 68
counties by Miss Ida Hagman and
Miss Frances Stallard.
Improved kitchens numbered
6,645, and included rearrangement
of equipment, remodeling, pro-
viding work, rest and planning
centers, adding step saving ideas.
and improving the appearance of
the room.
More than 10,000 homemakers
said they had put into practice
many' improved housekeeping
practices, such as the use of a lap
table, using trays for carrying
several articles, making plans of
work and sitting while doing cer-
tain jobs.
Laundry facilities were improv-
ed in 2,229 farm homes through I
purchase of equipment and con-
venient arrangement.
Four thousand, six hundred and
forty-nine homemakers were as-
sisted with selection or use of
electric lights or equipment.
Typical of the increased interest
in convenient homes is Hart
county, where 60 of 98 rural wom-
en reporting said they had run-
ning water in their kitchens. Dur-
ing the past four months, they re-
modeled 11 kitchens, rearranged
18 and provided 22 additional
storage spaces. New equipment
included 75 pieces of the kitchen,
17 for the laundry and 20 for gen-
eral cleaning.
That farm women are realizing'
more fully the importance of
management of home problems I
was indicated when 2,557 home-1
ntakers reported that they had
improved their management of
time, 1,030 kept home accounts
and 749 did financial planning.
More than 11,000 farm families
were helped to do better tallying.
BEDS FOR WORM/
Lanark, 111.—(AP)—Don Russ
has come up with a neat idea for
packaging fishing worms. He's
putting them en the market in
transparent plastic bags. Inside
each bag are 38 to 42 angle worms
in a bedding made of a cellulose
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
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Garden's Success
ends On Fertilizer
Cynthia Lowry Organic fertiliters are primer-
:make May ily the manures—cow, h rse
sheep or chicken. Fresh manure
has Its uses, but must be handled
carefully, for it is strong and apt
to burn the tender young roots
of plants. Well-rotted manure,
mixed with straw, rich and more
bland is better to general pur-
poses.
It improves the quality of soil
and breaks down slowly when
dug into and incorporated into
the earth. Some plants—particu-
larly roses and peonies (which
hate it, to come into contact with
the inner roots) are among those
which benefit immeasureably by
an annual feeding. Even during
ALER'S NAME
NOW FEATURING THE
DE LUXE G-E "EIGHT"
Model
NC-8G
ROOMY—More than 8 cu ft
of refrigerated storage space
• ...Full 14 sq ft of shelf area...
Plenty for large families.
DELUXE—Packed with work-
saving, trouble-saving conven-
iences ... Deep fruit and
vegetable drawers . . . Deep
meat drawer . . . Stainless-
steel freezer ... Stainless-steel
shelves.
Space Maker
REFRIGERATOR
More than 2,200,000 G-E Refrigerators
have been in use for 10 years or longerl
rinceton Lumber Co.
minary St. 111 a IL a.e.- Phone 2081
Authorized Dealer
GENERAL ELECTRIC ,
REFRIGERATORS
ley tobacco.
Commercial strawberry produc-
tion is already established in sev-
eral areas in Kentucky.. Magill
says the acreage could be expand-
ed in these areas. Markets are or-
ganized and berry growing is a
part of the regular farm pro-
gram:
In many counties (w here no
commercial strawberry produc-
tion exists, it is practically im-
possible to Purchase home-grown
berries for family use. Such local
markets offer opportunities for
farmers to make berries substi-
tute for some of the redaction
in the tobacco program, Magill
said. .
According to this college fruit
specialist, strawberries naturally
follow tobacco in a rotation, To-
bacco ground is free from cut-
worms, grubworms, 'root lice and
weed seed, especially seed of
crabgrass. This means that 'land
in tobacco last year is ready for
strawberry plants this spring.
The Blakemore variety repre-
sents nearly three-fourths of the
commercial strawberries n o w
grown in Kentucky. Other recom-
mended varieties are Tennessee
Beauty, Premier and Tennessee
Shipper. Magill does not recom-
mend so-called everbearing vari-
eties for commercial production.
The Kentucky State Horticul-
ture Society sponsors a "400-
crate an acre strawberry club."
Top prize last year went to Char-
les Cone of Marshall county, who
produced 422 crates an acre.
Says Strawberries •
Might Help Out In
Tobacco Reduction
Strawberries might replace a
part of the reduced tobacco acre-
age, according to W. W. Magill of
the College 'of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky. Over a period of 25
years, he says the income an acre
from strawberries compares fav-
orably with the income from bur-s.
the winter, manure spread over
inactive ground provides a tonic,
particularly combined with snow.
Snow alone is a fertilizer of a
type, carrying introgen into the
soil.
Another important use for ma-
nure is in liquid form. This in-
volves the use of a barrel (best
placed in an unobtrusive spot).
A foot or so of manure is placed
in the bottom of the barrel which
is then filled with water and a
cover placed on it. After brewing
for a month or so, the liquid may
be drawn off as needed—used di-
DON'T buy Automo-
bile insurance on
price alone. Find out
what protection you
get and what kind
of service the ageut
can give you. Value
for v a 1 u e. .we will
match t h e policies
issued through this
agency against any
is the state.
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Better Order Your
Flowers Now
Potted Plants
Corsages
Cut Flowers
We Have Them All
nnely Tips:
ace your order for telegraphed, flower orders early,
we can relay your order before the rush.
nd potted plants early. Might as well be enjoyed al
w days before Easter.
thoughtful gift is a plant .to your Church. Everyone
:Ints tSeir Church lovely on Easter.
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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WHITS POTATOES, Ill
--As -WOW Al the potatoes
up, two insects will come. There
are the Colorado beetle and the
black fleabeetle. The former
makes large holes in the leaves,
sometimes chewing them off. The
fleabeetle is responsible for the
many small holes that cause the
setting-back of the plants and
sometimes their death even before
any tubers are set.
For this insect there was no
really effective control until DDT
came on the market, but by us-
ing it, yields have always been
increased and sometimes doubled,
and the crop itself has. been has-
tened by as much as two weeks.
DDT comes in 50 per cent wet-
table form for making spray and
as 5 per cent dust ready for use,
For making spray, one pound Is
dissolved -in 50 gallons of water,
or for smaller amounts, 2 level
tablespoons per gallon of water.
Three applications should be
made, on the following schedule:
(1) When all the potatoes are
up, the largest plants-possibly 4
inches tall, the smallest showing
as just a twist of leaves break-
ing through.
(2) Ten days later:
(3) Ten days later. •
By this time, the potatoes
should be 15 to 18 inches tall, and
all the leaves that have been
touched with this material 'will be
Puncture-free and will remain so
for the life of the vine s, but
above this line, there will be
holes. This would indicate that a
fourth application might be made
and that is 30 except that there
will not be so much profit as
from those that make up the
above schedule.
DDT kills the Colorado beetles
at the same time as it destroys
the fleabeetles, and as well the
cabbage worms and spotted Cu.
cumber beetles that sometimes
come.
DDT has another use, for mak-
ing poison bran mash for con-
trolling the cutworms that some-
times migrate from grasslands or
cover-cropped fields close by. The
"recipe" is, bran, 8 pounds; 50
Per cent wettable DDT, 14 pound
and enough water to make a
crumbly mash. Pinches of this
mash are sown among the plants
that show presence of this insect,
and particularly as a "barrage"
toward the size of the patch
when the cutworms are likely to
come.
•
X ure.
"The worms will keep nicely for
six months," says Buss, who has
been in the bait business for five
years. He also plans to sell the
bedding in boxes of five pounds
or more.
"Kids can gather night crawl-
erg in wet weather, put them in
the bedding and sell the latter,"
he says. "The average kid can
pick up 200 or more an hour."
More than one-seventh of
Utah's area, or 13,130 square
miles, is stit(Y to cOnTtln worn-
ble coal deposits.
Plague died down in Europe in
the 18th century after 1,200 years.
Canton, China, lost 100,000 per-
sons in 1804.
, Pogo Nino,.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.
Your
Headquarters
For
Ferguson Tractors
Hopkinsville Rd. Phone 3226
Princeton, Ky.
The Finest Selection
F
Caleit Cafridit
For Your Lady Fair
•
Beautiful Boxes of BELLE CAMP, WHITMAN'S and SCHRAFFT'S
in various assortments.
Choose yours at the Corner Drug Store where you will find a
wide selection!
See Our Candy Counter Now!
Corner Drug Store
DIAL 3404
Telephone Wages
Are Way Ahead of the
Ar$
-s,-'
Cost of Living
^
Eight General Increases in the Last Ten Years Have-Boosted Wage Rates 117%
While Living Costs Have increased About 73%. Any Further increase
in Wages Would Have to be Paid by Telephone Customers
Telephone employees, like everyone else,
have faced a steep increase in the cost of
living during the last ten years. What about
telephone wages—have they kept up?
As the chart clearly shows, telephone
wages have more than kept pace—leaving a
substantial margin in our employees' favor.
Telephone wage rates have been increased
117 per cent since 1939 compared with an
increase of about 73 per cent in the cost of
living for Southern cities.
Southern Bell employees have received
eight general wage increases in the last ten
years. In addition, they regularly receive
automatic "progression" raises according to
,a schedule which begins the day they start
work and continues with frequent increases
until they reach top pay for their respective
jobs.
During the next twelvemonths, 3 out de
4 Southern Bell employees will receive at
least one such automatic increase. Many will--
get two and three.
Today, as always, -Southern Bell people
receive wages which compare favorably with
those paid by other concerns in the com-
munity for comparable skills and experience.
Can you think of any yardstick fairer than,
that?
Add to good wages the assurance of year-
round employment, liberal sickness, acci-
dent and death benefits, and a pension plan
that is among the best in all industry, and
you can readily see that telephone employees
are doing all right
Increases in Southern Bell Wage Rates
and in Living Costs Since 1939
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County FEA Group
'Jointer Contest&
36 From Fredonia
Chapter Will Compete
For District Awards
Thirty-six members of the Fre-
donia Chapter, Future Farmers of
America, will participate in the
Field Day and contests of the
Western Kentucky Federation to
be held Friday, April 7, at Daw-
son Springs, it is announced.
Fredonia members competing
In the contests will be Jack Ba1V-
er, Joe Conway, Joe Sheridan,
Paul Vinson, Tommie Norman,
Central Presbyterian
Men's Group To Meet
The men's group of the Central
Presbyterian Church will resume
their monthly
April 14, at a supper meeting to
begin at 6:30 p. m. Those who
wish to attend are asked to con-
tact George Eldred and make re-
servation for the meal.
Bobby Thomasop, Donald Con-
way, Roy Massey, Kenneth Mar-
tin and Benny Stromatt, lhapter
meeting; Linz Brown, public
speaking; Lewis Felker, impromp-
tu speaking; Charles Vinson, beef
cattle; Leroy McNeely, sheep;
Johnnie Martin, dairying; James
Cartwright, hogs; William Phelps,
poultry; Bertram Jones, corn and
FOR EASTER
new Spring colors in chic d'Orsay
peras
$8.95
The chic low-cut vamp you like.. the slim spire heel operal
Suede in so-blendable new mellow Kolabrown or Gray.
Petal-perf'd calf in Navy Blue. Black. Town Brown. So
beautifully fitting by this famed maker!
WS 3-0 as seen in Vogue
Princeton Shoe Company
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
THE PitiNCETON LEADER. PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Classified Ads,
AUTO GLASS: Sheet testy
[lase cut and installed le all
cars. Williams Texaco cry
Station. Corner Plum & main.
Phone 557. tic
FOR SALE: High quality }impede-
za seed. Test 99.70 per cent pur-
ity; 93 per cent germination.
Also Ladino clover, certified
and commercial Ky. 31 fescue.
Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Dial
4212 or 4202. 32-He
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Cruiser control, shift to Scott-
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71/2 h. p. with
shift. Williams Texaco Serviee
StationPlum and Main St
Phone 2445. tfc
FOR SALE: If you don't know
used cars, be sure you know
the dealer. For clean, used cars
in all price ranges, see Ran-
dolph Motors. Ours are A-1.
Ford sales and service. 36-titc
FOR SALE: One five-room house
with bath, lights, water and
gas. Priced reasonable. Mrs.
J ohm_ Hall. 110 E. Young St.
Dial 2170. 39-2te
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
not Overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
32-47tp
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repair-
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified watch-
maker. 203 It Harrison St.
33-tfc
WALLPAPER SALE: One-half
price on wallpaper of over 300
patterns to choose from. Joiner
Hardware Company, home of
Red Spot Paints, Princeton,
Ky. 29-17tc
hay crops; Johnnie Martin, tobac-
co; James Dalton, farm shop;
Arnold Wigginton, home improve-
ment; Lewis Felker, REA; and
Linz Brown, vocal. The Fredonia
Chapter will enter its secretary's
book, treasurer's book and a
newsletter.
The judges this year, it was
stated, will place contestants in
each event into one of the follow-
i n g classifications: excellent,
good, fair or unclassified. The top
entry in each excellent group will
be designated to represent the
district in the state finals, which
will be held at the State F.F.A.
convention at Louisville June 7-9.
District winners will receive
awards totalling about $5,000.
Also, State winners will represent
Kentucky in a national contest to
be held at Kansas City, Missouri.
re's how to tro e
your horneskinewith
V PONT PAIN
4q
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DU PONT
HOUSE
PAINT
cleans itself !
Every rain helps keep it
clean! Let us tell you
how its "self-cleaning"
action keeps your home
sparkling white. Made in
self-cleaning tints, too.
DU PONT 
"DULUX"
TRIM a TRELLIS FINISHES
resist fading
These amazing painte
stay bright, and hold
their color for years.
•
* Hold gloss color
• It•sist fading mIldow
* Excellont
on•
-road
hiding
DU PONT
PORCH & 
FLOOR 
ENAMEL
A tough, 
bard finish for
wood or 
concrete floors,
indoors or out. 
Beautiful
colors that stay 
joi)014
4r • • . 
laugh
at wear and 
p.50
Qt.
weather.
$2.36
Ill
* Starts white ... stays
whit*
* Spreads for ...
solid
* Protects against rot,
rust A n d decay
$4.95
Gal. •
UPONt
Trial chaci
Tire fil s
DU PONT "DULUX"
METAL PROTECTIVE
PUNISH
Keeps metal surfaces from rust-
ing! Exceptionally resistant to
fading and cracking — gives long-
lasting protection
to all metal mar-
faces.
of
. McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
111 W. Ct. Sq. Dial 2585
Save the surface and you save all!AAA
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stalling itRentW-EliCW:.-
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
MO or 2389. Work guaranteed.
tic
FOR SALE: Choice Holstein and
Guernsey heifer calves. T. B.,
Bang's tested. Six to ten weeks
old. Price delivered by truck
to your farm: Six weeks at $45.
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
on approval in lots of five or
more. Some one year and two
year old heifers. Write or wire
Merlin J. Rux, Muscoda, Wis-
consin. 384Itc
THE FREDONIA SEED CO.: is
offering a complete field ser-
vice to the seed producar this
coming harvest time. You fur-
nish the field, we combine, re-
clean and process at reasonable
term. Make your arrangements
early. Current demand exceeds
the supply of field seeds. Call
Fredonia 4202 or 4212. 30-1tc
FOR SALE: I am selling, by
Byrd Guess, auctioneer, my en-
tire stock of second-hand stock,
Saturday, April 8, beginning at
1 p. m. Herman Kannady. West
Market St. 40-Hp
FPR SALE: Two sows and 17
pigs. See Willie James, 1 mile
from courthouse, on Wilson
Warehouse road. 40-Hp
WANTED: Salesman; will pay
good price for a good salesman.
C&L Tractor Co. Dial 3305.
40-1tc
FOR SALE: Several good, used
ice boxes. Princeton Lumber
Company, S. Seminary street.
40-lic
local FFA Chapter
To Enter Contest
400 Future Farmers
To Attend Field Day
At Dawson Springs
Members of the Butler Chap-
ter, Future Farmers of America,
will be among 400 future farm-
ers to attend a Field Day of the
West Kentucky District and to
compote...bar prizes in 28 different
eoni.eitts to be held Friday, April
7; at Dawson Springs, it is an-
nounced.
The Butler Chapter will enter
a newsletter, the secretary's and
treasurer's book and a chapter
music event.
Besides these entries, individ-
uals of the chapter to compete hir
prizes will be Ellis Johnston,
public speaking; Bernard Jones,
Jr., impromptu speaking; Wayne
White, dairying; Roy Hawkins,
hogs; Ellis Johnston, corn; Earl
E. Wood, dark tobacco; Jack
Cook, burley tobacco; Edward
Near, home improvement, and
Roy Hawkins, livestock coopera-
tive. The chapter meeting contest
team will be composed of Billy
Joe Pierce, Jack Cook, Herbert
Scott, Jim Hodge, Ellis Johnston,
Billy Martin, Lucian Hall, Joe
Pool, Ozell Haile and Billy Pat
Hart. Other participants will be
Claudie Boaz, vocal solo; Marshel
Ethridge, piano solo; James
Hodge, orchestral instrument solo,
add Wyndal Haile, novelty in-
strument contest.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
STATE OF KENTUCKY, CALD-
WELL CIRCUIT POURT:
Frances W. Me(Degor, Plaintiff
VS.
Nellie Smith, at al Defendant
 
In EQUITY
By virtue of a judgment of the
Caldwell Circuit Court rendered
the .above entitled cause at the
March Term, 1950, the undersign-
ed will on MONALEY, the 10th
Day of April, 1950, at, 1 p. m. at
the Courthouse door int Princeton,
Ky., proceed to expose to public
sale to the highest bidder the fol-
lowing property:
SECOND TRACT:
A certain tract, piece or parcel
of land situated, lying and being
in Caldwell County, Kentucky,
on the waters of Montgomery
Creek fork of Tradewater River,
and bounded and described as fol-
lows:
Beginning at a stone on the
south side of the Sandlick Road,
thence South to a poplar, corner
to S. E. Smiley; thence East to
stone, another corner of S. E.
Smiley; thence North to a stone
on the said road; thence with
said road in a westerly direction
to the beginning, supposed to
contain 40 acres, more or less,
and is a part of the same land
conveyed to the said D. A. Smiley
by J. W. Gilkey and wife, by deed
dated August 3rd, 1910, and re-
corded in Deed Book 32, page
172, Caldwell County Court
Clerk's Office.
Being the same land conveyed
to Bailey McGregor by D. A.
Smiley and Stella. Smiley, by
deed dated the 21st day of April,
1924, of record in Deed Eiook 83,
page 179, Caldwell County Court
Clerk's Office.
Title to the above described
land was adjudged to be in the
heirs of Bailey McGregor, de-
ceased, by a judgment of the
Caldwell Circuit Court, dated the
14th day of March, 1950, of record
In Civil Order Book 43, page 602,
Caldwell Circuit Court Clerk's
Office.
THIRD TRACT:
A certain tract or parcel of land
lying in Caldwell County, Ken-
tucky on the Waters of Flynn's
Fork.
Beginning at a poplar and
white oak on the side of a hill
near the spring one of the orig-
inal corners of George W. Stal-
tins land and corder to land now
owned by Charlie Fox thence
with calls of said Fox's deed
N-22-E 100 poles to a Black oak
and white oak in the 'hollow with
another of Fox's lines N-851/2-W
74 poles to a stone corner to the
Weatherspoon land thence S-11-
W 23 poles to stone thence N-65-
W 45 poles 10 feet to a stone in
lieu of dogwood Ann Baker Cor-
ner. with Baker line S-40-W 140
poles to a hickory, Leeman Stal-
lins corner with his line S-36-E
66 poles to a stone on north side
of road S-63-W 18 poles to black
oak E. M. Ward's corner thence
with his line in a south direction
S-25-W 40 poles to a white oak
thence with J. H. Stallins line in
a northeast direction N-77-E 60
poles to corner of 7 acres tract
which is hickory and white oak
now a stone thence S-85-E 82
poles to a stone corner to lands
of Dempsey Williams thence with
his line N-15-E 122 poles to post
oak and hickory now a stone
thence with another of his lines
N-76-E 25 poles to the beginning.
The above Calls taken from rec-
ords in Clerk's Office.
Being the same land conveyed
to Dr. Bailey McGregor by Mrs.
Bettie Jackson, a wrdow, of Daw-
son Springs, Kentucky by deed
dated 21st day of August, 1948,
recorded in Deed Book 83, page
199, Caldwell County Court
Clerk's Office.
FOURTH TRACT:
A certain trail. or parlof land
lying in Caldwell County, Ken-
tucky and described as follows:
.B&PW Members To
, Entertain Employers
Members of the Business and
Professional Women's Club will
entertain their employers at their
regular dinner meeting at the
First Christian Church Monday '
night, April 10, „it was announced
Tuesday by Miss Elizabeth Gray.!
president.
Hainan Island has been Chin-
ese for 2,000 years.
FEDERAL LAND BANK
LOANS
Offer
CHEAP MONEY TO
FARMERS Through
THREE RIVERS NATE FARM
LOAN ASS N.
Loans made on good farms
from 10 to 33 years at 4% in-
terest on amortized payments
SEE
J. D. ALEXANDER
Secretary - Treasurer
Dial 3351 Princeton, Ky.
ATTENTION!
Good, Used Dodge Pick-Up; good motor and
good tires.
* *
Good Used Ford Tractor with reconditioned
motor, new tires and new battery.
• • •
New, First Grade Batteries as low as $9.95 and
old battery.
• •
Heavy Duty Battery for Ford cars and trucks,
$14.00 and old battery.
Ot
Special Built Heavy Duty Battery for Chrysler
products, $15 and old battery
4 * *
ALL BATTERIES'GUARANTEED
C.& L TRACTOR COMP-ANY
DIAL 3305
Cancer Drive Begins
In County Monday
'The- annual cancer drive for
Cilciwell county opens Monday,
-April 10. with a goal of $1500, it
I, announced by Mrs. F. E.
chairman. Statistics show that
there were 350,000 cases of cancer
treated in Kentucky in 1949 with
25 per cent of them being lent
home cured while 2,965 deaths
were attributed to the disease.
Half the money raised in Caldwel)
county for the American Cancer
Society is kept in this area for
treating local cases.
Beginning at a white oak on
the west side of Whites School
House road Bell's corner thence
with Bell's line S-80-W 52 poles
to a stake beech pointer thence
S-22-E about 53 poles to a stone
thence N-65-E crossing graveyard
45 poles 10 ft. to a stone thence
N-11-E 23 poles 2 feet to a stone
thence N-851/2-W about 4 poles to
a black walnut thence N-I4-W 12
poles to center of old Dawson
Springs and Princeton Roard
thence with center of White
School house road same course
continued 30 poles to the begin-
ning. Containing 25 acres more
or less.
There is reserved and not in-
cluded herein the lands staked
off for the Witherspoon Cemetery
not to exceed one half acre.
Being the, same land. conveyed
to 'Bailey McGregor by George
Witherspoon by deed dated Jan-
uary 27, 1942, of record in Deed
Book 83, page 204, Caldwell Coun-
ty Court Clerk's Office.
Said sale is being made for the
purpose of division among heirs. i
The purchaser will be required to I
give bond with good personal se-
curity for the payment of the
purchase money, payable to the
Master Commissioner, bearing
percent interest from date until
paid, having the effect of a Judg-
ment or Replevin bond, on which
execution may issue at maturity,
with a lien reserved for the pay-
ment thereof. Said sale will be
made on a credit of six months.
AMY FRANCES LITTLEPAGE,
Master Commissioner. C. C. C.
Attorney C. R. BAKER
Princeton, Ky., March 22, 1950.
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LET NO GRAVE
BE UNMARKED--
Enduring Quality Memorials
Moderate Prices
Phone 2640, Write or Visit
Allen Monumental
Works
Dawson Rd. at Center St.
Princeton, Ky.
The first movie actors to receive
(,)scars" were Emil Jenninp and
Janet Gaynor "for the best acting
in pictures released In Los Ange-
les, Calif., between August 1, 1927,
and July 31. 1928,"
_
Thursda , A II
Eggs of the hums,,
ard, ere fancied by Saath
can gourmet..
Moulten rock inside Op
is called magma, a orsek
meaning dough
TERMITE SPECIALISTS
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS
Some of Largest in
The Country
FREE
INSPECTION AND ESTIMAIt ,
WITTY AND CARL
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
P. 0. BOX 256 PlIONF ::1 •
fr
Price Sale
limited time only,
regular $1.00 jar HOW 50
Dorothy Perkins; Deodorant is &hen*
different ... your daily charm insurance, now
a premium-saving buy! Gently, safely deodorises
Always creamy soft, deftest* fragrant. Greasily
'sad stainless. Get yowl susuntor supply today
P... at half peicel
•
Sala 401(11 C144 iVail
Red Front Offers
Meat Specials
. GRADE A BEEF
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK, 79( „
lb. lb. 
BEEF SHORT RIBS,
lb. 
SMOKED REGULAR PICNICS,
shandless, lb.  32(
45(
SMOKED REGULAR HAMS, whole or
half, lb.
Attention Farmers: Bring your Country Hams, Shoulders and
Jowl to your RED FRONT STORE
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
in syrup, No. V.:: can 3 for . 50( 
CHERRIES, South Haven. red ',our
pitted, 10 oz. can 2 Jur
1
APPLE BUTTER, Dutch Girl 
t 
PORK & BEANS, Scott Count)
28 oz. jar  19( No. 214 can
TOMATO CATSUP, Vine Ripe COFFEE, Loving Cup
14 oz. bottle  15( lb. 65c, 3 lbs.
4
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
No. 2 can 1 2 /( 2 lb. box 
Si
CORN, Smart Shopper, Wh. Cr. Style BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. Strained 8
Co. Gent, 20 oz. can 3 for . - • 291, 41 2 oz. can 
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Mustard, Kale .HOMINY, Scott County.
.or Turnip; 18 oz. can  
in 
( No. 2 cid 9e, i 3 for
SAUER KRAUT, Lang, fancy 
1 0( 
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson's
No. 21 2 can 46 oz. can 
MACKEREL, Cu - rtis Pacific OMARGARINE, Mi Choice, plain
No. 1 tall can 223 OLE( lb. 
PEANUT BUTTER, Peter Pan TOILET TISSUE, Swanstioa n, 
11smooth, 12 09. jar  35 roll 
POPCORN. Sunburst 
1 011 
PINEAPPLE, Sliver Rivers, drua(Isl. 
2110 oz. can .No. 2 can 
CIGARETTES, popular brands — $1 65 CLEAN WALLPAPER CLEANER -
carton (tax inc.) Ky. only . can 
LIMA BEANS, Larson's all green 
1 5( 
GREEN BEANS & POTATOES, Naar!'
fresh, can tee No. 2 can _....? for
BROOMS. Good Quality, 79( BLACKBERRY JELLY, Monarch
five sewed  12 oz. jar  
- 
........ 
.....
(RAPE JAM, Monarch 25 TOMATOES, May Day .1116 oz. Jar  19 oz. can
.
AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD, Fisher's POTATOES, MO, Nene, I,ee 
122 lb. box 
 
69( whole. No. 2 can
Fresh Fruits And Vegetables
LETTUCE, 4 doz. size 
' 
('ABRAGE, New 
Tex12/ 
as
head ( 5 lbs. 
APPLES, Winesap, fl YEL1LOW ONIONS.
3 lbs. 29(.
BANANAS, large & ripe
2 lbs. for 29(
adIA. CAA( ...sh
FOOD MARKETS
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME
Listen 'to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M
'WV'S 6 P. M. Owensboro., K ., Week Days 
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